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Quarterly Report
January – March 2017

THIS IS A LISTING OF MAJOR PROBLEMS AND NEEDS WITHIN THE WAGA-TV SERVICE AREA AND 
A SAMPLING OF THE NEWS PROGRAMS DIRECTED TO THESE ISSUES IN THE PRECEDING THREE 
MONTHS.

Description of Typical and Illustrative Programs

GOOD DAY ATLANTA: “GDA” is a daily program with local and national news, as well as interviews 
that address topical issues and the people affected by them.  
(Monday-Friday 4:30-10:00am, and Saturday-Sunday 6:00-8:30am)

FOX5 NEWS: In-depth local and national news.  
(Monday-Friday 12:00N-1:00pm; 5:00-6:00pm; and 11:00-11:30pm; 
Sunday, 11:00-11:30pm; and, 
Monday-Sunday, 6:00-7:00pm and 10:00-11:00pm)

Wednesday’s Child: The goal of this project is to give difficult-to-adopt children 
a fighting chance.  The Wednesday's Child program is nationally known and 
nationally successful in placing children in need of homes.   FOX5 News is now 
taking part in that success with a series of stories, benefiting the kids and the 
community.

The Georgia Gang: This show is Atlanta’s longest running public affairs 
program airing Sundays at 8:30a.m. (repeating at 11:30p.m.)  The weekly half-
hour program, hosted by Dick Williams, includes a panel discussion of a variety 
of timely topics and provides a forum for state and local issues.
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EDUCATION

1/6/17 8A 3:00
Tutorial on how you might enjoy winter birding---by providing the right habitat for birds making their way to and 
from various destinations---that find themselves in Georgia during winter months

1/11/17                         5pm      1:50
Here in Georgia --nearly 90 thousand students are in chronically failing schools.  In his state of the state address 
today, Governor Nathan Deal used those new, staggering numbers to underscore the need for reforms in the state's 
public schools.

1/13/17 8A 2:50
Local nursey stops by to demonstrate how to make your own terrarium on a budget and in a very easy fashion

1/16/17 7A/9A 3:00
On Martin Luther King, Jr. Day----we speak with his daughter about his legacy and the importance of her father 
work and the continuation of his “dream”.

1/19/17 8A/9A 3:50
 We take a look at new exhibition at the Jimmy Carter Library

1/23/17                           10/11pm               4:50
Some heated moments tonight at an Atlanta public schools town hall meeting as superintendent Meria Carstarphen 
announces plans to consolidate elementary schools.  Her plan would combine two schools and close another 
entirely.

1/25/17                 10/11pm                    4:05 
A packed house at Frederick Douglass High School tonight--to hear plans to close and merge schools in the 
Douglass cluster. Atlanta public school leaders say something has to be done to improve efficiency in the school 
system.

1/30/17 8A/9A 4:00
New exhibits at the College Football Hall of Fame offer education and entertainment  for the football fan, the history 
buff and for the awards follower

1/31/17 5A/8A 3:00
Project Max update as Max gets his 14-16 week veterinarian check up

2/2/17 8A/9A 3:45
Visit the Giant Panda exhibit at ZooAtlanta---as they  prepare to send older twins back to China---and debut the 
newest set of twin pandas.

02/06/17                  10/11pm           4:45
Talk of school closings and mergers brought parents and teachers out to the Atlanta school board meeting tonight. 
The superintendent says as part of her turnaround plan, there will be some changes.
But a lot of parents don't like it. 

02/08/17                        10/11pm          4:50
About nine-thousand Walker county students will not be in school tomorrow or Friday. A massive outbreak of 
illness has caused the northwest Georgia school district to cancel all classes for the next two days.

02/10/17                   10pm           1:40
A Polk county special education teacher is in jail tonight--accused of using excessive force against two special needs 
students.Police say Deborah Alexander worked for the school district for a long time.
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2/9/17 5A/7A/9A 3:15
Match Day at Canine Assistants is the day when service dogs select their candidate/recipient.  The person they will 
be assisting in their everyday activities-----a focused and deliberative event—shows how the personalities of the 
recipient and the service animals are matched.

2/13/17 8A/9A 3:45
Atlanta wine maker mixes art & science as he introduces the wine making art in an urban setting---we have a 
demonstration, tutorial and explanatory experience from City Winery Atlanta

2/13/17 9A 4:00
Chef and celebrated author Souper Jenny stops by with a special soup for Valentines Day preparation

2/14/17 9A 3:45
Dr. Heavenly (Pyschologist) stops  by to answer the question : Should men continue to spoil their partners on 
Valentines Day or should ladies step up—Also “dating apps” do they work?

2/15/17 9A 4:45
An easy outdoor workout with personal trainer Joel Rush

02/15/17                     10/11pm         4:15
Tonight parents voiced their opinions on a neighborhood school that could close down. It’s another move, by 
Atlanta public schools, to tackle a big problem at a number of their schools.. not enough kids to fill it. 

2/16/17 5A/7A/9A 2:45
Project Max checkup again—

2/17/17 8A 2:40
Pikes Nursey offers another Do It Yourself project---how to make bird feeders to enhance your home & garden

2/20/17 8A/9A 3:45
We go behind-the-scenes at the Georgia Aquarium as reporter becomes a “veterinary intern”---working with the 
team to learn about nutrition, feeding the spotted eagle rays---and examining the North African lizard—uromastyx

02/22/17                              5/6pm           4:30
The Georgia lottery funds spots for tens of thousands of children each year to attend pre-kindergarten in our state. 
But many of those spots go un-used despite a lengthy waitlist. The problem, according to one state lawmaker, is the 
lack of classroom space for pre-k students. But she hopes opening up funds from k through 12 education can change 
that.  

2/23/17 5A/7A 3:10
New triple AAA study points to dangerous driving habits---particularly when it comes to distracted driving.
90% of people in  the Millenial age bracket admit to this bad behavior (texting, use of smartphone, and other digital 
distractions while driving)

2/24/17 8A 3:10
How to Grow and Care for Roses---as the temperatures begin to warm up ---it’s time to know how to take care of 
roses you may receive of those you are tending to in your garden.

03/01/17                                 5/6pm       4:20
A big boost for historically black colleges and universities after President Trump signed an order to move HBCU 
initiatives from the department of education back to the White House. The president says this order puts "the full 
force of the white house" behind the HBCUs again. The order also pushes the federal government to do business 
with the colleges, giving them a big financial boost. Fox 5's Aungelique Proctor has a look at what that means for 
local colleges and universities. 
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03/03/17                  5/6pm   4:25
Some students and their parents are fighting a proposal to close some Atlanta public schools. The superintendent 
wants to close schools that have low enrollment. But parents want to keep their children's schools open -- and today 
- they teamed up to voice their concerns. 
 
3/3/17 8A 2:45
Gardening for beginners: Pike Nurseries talks about the basics which every gardener needs to know to help  you 
transform your garden into a successful one

3/6/17 9A 4:00
Mama June’s trainer Kenya Crooks---who worked with the reality star mom lose mega weight---and get in shape 
after gastric bypass surgery

03/06/17                          5/6/10/11pm                                8:55
Atlanta parents criticize a plan to close a number of schools. They say they won't let it happen without a  fight.  In 
just about an hour -- the Atlanta school board will decide whether to go along with the superintendent's plan to close 
schools and merge others. She says it's necessary to address low enrollment and empty buildings. On the list for 
closure -- Fain elementary, Towns elementary, Adamsville primary, and Whitefoord elementary. The district will 
also phase out or merge a number of other schools. 

03/09/17              10/11pm                 4:35
A Dekalb county teacher is frustrated and angry after school officials say police took a student into custody for 
having a weapon at school. The school says it has alerted parents at Mcnair middle school about the weapon, but the 
teacher believes more needs to happen.

3/10/17 8A 2:15
Pike Nurseries with details about growing your own berries. They can be delicious, nutritious and economical

3/13/17 8A/9A 4:10
“From Here to There” a new transportation exhibit at the Childrens’ Museum of Atlanta offers both education and 
fun for visitors---whether you’re 8 or 88---it teaches and demonstrates the science of transportation

03/13/17         5/6pm                     4:00
30 minutes of recess every day--that's what one state legislator thinks schools should give to students. And now he 
wants the general assembly to pass a law requiring that time. But the bill has met some resistance in the senate.  

3/14/17 5A/7A 3:15
A mentoring program for At Risk teenage girls helps guide them through the college/university application process 
as well as other practical tools to be successful

03/15/17                            6pm                     2:05
Help for struggling schools and students--that's the goal of a new plan by lawmakers to improve education in our 
state. The new "school turnaround plan" comes after Georgians soundly rejected the "opportunity school district" 
amendment at the ballot box.

03/20/17                     5p/6p                         4:20
Auditors have questions about what happened to millions of dollars at one of the colleges in the university of 
Georgia system.  The president of Atlanta metropolitan college says none of the money is missing..but admits book 
keeping was a problem after he lost more than half of his fiscal affairs staff.

3/28/17 8A 2:45
High 5 Teacher Finalist #1 David McGrath of Kennesaw Mountain HS
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3/30/17 8A 3:10
High 5 Teacher Finalist #2  Cindy Quinlan—Brookwood HS)

3/31/17 9A 2:45
Pike Nurseries gives advice on veggie and herb gardening for your home.   Tips for growing your own so you can 
enjoy homegrown recipes later in the summer and fall.

DRUGS & ALCOHOL

1/19,20 6/10pm 11:20
As the Atlanta Falcons wrapped up their final game in the soon-to-be-demolished Georgia Dome, the FOX 5 I-Team 
explored what the future holds for the drug-plagued neighborhood next door. An intense effort by law enforcement 
and prosecutors has made a dent in what was once known as the largest open air heroin market in the Southeast. 
Atlanta Falcons owner Arthur Blank promised his new Mercedes Benz stadium will benefit the surrounding poor 
neighborhoods. Advocates and residents said they heard the same promises when the Dome was built 25 years 
earlier. There are small buds of hope trying to grow in what was once a drug battleground: the neighborhood’s first 
school, with children smartly dressed and polite to visitors, a community garden carefully tended by residents and 
outsiders alike, and construction of new buildings to replace ones boarded up for years.

1/19/17                6pm                 2:55
A community - outraged over the death of a three-year-old boy. A memorial now marks the spot where Easton Cain 
was killed by a man, who -- authorities say -- was driving under the influence. Easton was pinned between two cars - 
in a grocery store parking lot. The man charged in the case - James Holcomb - is the son of a white county 
commissioner and has been arrested several times.  

1/20/17               11pm          4:45
It's an epidemic that claims more and more lives each year--now, the Georgia Bureau of Investigation says the 
heroin problem has gotten so bad that it's one of the reasons they need to expand their morgue.

1/31/17                      6/11pm           4:50
A beloved husband and father was killed in a wrong way crash in Gwinnett county. Kippy Glover  lost his life on his 
way home from work early yesterday morning. Police say Joshua Boone got on  I-85 going the wrong way.... and 
crashed head-on into Glover's car, just north of jimmy carter boulevard. Boone faces 
DUI. 

02/02/17                10pm               2:30
Heroin and pain-killers were the topic of discussion tonight at one local high school. But this meeting wasn't led by 
lawmakers.It was hosted by an 18-year-old high school senior as part of an Etowah high school senior project. 

02/09/17                  10/11pm               4:25
An Atlanta police officer has been suspended after Georgia state patrol troopers accuse him of hitting a woman's car 
and driving under the influence. According to troopers, the officer has been charged with d-u-i and other traffic 
violations.

02/21/17                     5/6/10pm                  7:35
Atlanta's new police chief has made no secret of her desire to stop the violent crime in our city. But that could mean 
a change in the way officers enforce the laws -- including drug laws. Chief Erica Shields says she wants her officers 
to go after the "really" bad guys -- not people who have a small amount of marijuana. 

03/10/17                  5/6/10pm                 5:05
Alpharetta police want parents to listen up. Over the past few weeks, officers have arrested several parents who were 
under the influence of narcotics or alcohol while driving with their kids. The most recent case involved the arrest of 
a man who had three children in his back seat.  Christy Hutchings with news radio 1067 has the dash cam video 
from that traffic stop.  
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03/13/17           5/6pm                      4:15
One local city wants to reduce the penalties for people caught with small amounts of marijuana.
Temple wants to reduce the fine from a thousand dollars to 75 for anyone with less than an ounce of pot.
And there would be no jail time. The city says it's because a lot of college kids drive through the city.

03/14/17                       10/11pm         4:10
A trip to the liquor store ends in a wreck and an arrest. Tonight -- a Milton man is accused of driving the wrong way 
through a liquor store drive-thru... while drunk.  And police say he had a child with him.

03/16/17                10/11pm         5:35
Some have described it as one of the roughest jails in the country. And the sheriff's office admits that drugs and 
violence are common inside the Fulton county jail—telling us that some have made a profession of getting drugs 
into the jail.  Now, the sheriff's office is taking part in a unique experiment to make changes. 

03/17/17                           10/11pm              4:45
A multi-million-dollar drug bust.   More than 6-million dollars-worth of cocaine is confiscated in Hall county. And 
if the sheer volume isn't shocking enough-Investigators tell us a local middle school teacher was actually trafficking 
the drugs.
 
RACIAL TENSION/PREJUDICE/DISCRIMINATION

1/3/17 5p/6p 4:00
An American idol finalist goes on social media to complain about racial comments made about him at a Popeye’s 
chicken at Hartsfield Jackson airport. In the past hour, we learned that the store owner has suspended the worker 
who made those remarks. Fox 5's Natalie Fultz talked to Bo Bice today at his home, who says he's upset about what 
happened.

1/6/17           5pm                      2:25
They're stories that made headlines and left many of us shaking our heads. Some Paulding county neighbors found 
"k-k-k" flyers in their mailboxes….A Gwinnett teacher got a threatening message about her head scarf.   We have 
some advice on how parents can talk to their kids about these situations. 

1/9/17                  5/6pm           4:20
The Popeye's employee who's accused of calling former American idol contestant Bo Bice a "white boy," is telling 
her side of the story.Brooke Harpe says she meant no harm by her comment but understands why Bo Bice would be 
upset. And that’s why she's giving a public apology. 

1/16/17                5/6/10pm                                6:30
A Gwinnett county commissioner has drawn criticism for his Facebook post about the dispute between Donald 
Trump and John Lewis. He calls Lewis a "racist pig". Fox 5's Portia Bruner talked to the commissioner -- and the 
people he represents.

1/16/17             10pm                  2:30
Bridging the racial divide in America--that's the complicated topic local religious and community leaders tackled 
tonight in honor of the King holiday. The panelists admit we've made great progress but there's still more work to 
do.

1/18,20,25,26,30; 2/1,6,8,16; 3/9,22,28  6/10pm 44:50  
The Fox 5 I-Team has provided extensive coverage on an ongoing FBI bribery investigation of Atlanta City Hall.  
Beginning with the first story in which a construction contractor quietly appeared in Federal Court to face a criminal 
accusation to the two guilty pleas, the unveiling by the city of a million pages of internal documents, lawsuits 
involving central players in the bribery scheme, and our own investigation of Mayor Kasim Reed’s father accepting 
$87,000 in checks from an airport vendor for a business venture. Our coverage has been exhaustive, breaking new 
ground while covering every step of the largest political corruption case in Atlanta in more than 10 years. 
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2/01/17                   5/6pm     2:25
A message of hate and violence at a local schoool. This flier was found at Kell High School in Cobb County. It 
advocates violence against homosexuals and has an obscene picture on it.

2/8,9,10  6/10pm 21:10
The FOX 5 I-Team analyzed thousands of jail records involving people who had no status to be in this country. The 
investigation found multiple examples of offenders who committed minor crimes but not deported, then came back 
later to commit far more serious crimes. Our reports also revealed how some immigrants can be convicted multiple 
times for driving under the influence, yet the rules prevented deportation until a minimum of three convictions took 
place. The series concluded with the mother of a Georgia family killed by a drunk driver here illegally who 
suggested any non-citizen should automatically be deported after the first DUI conviction.

02/10/17                 10pm         2:10
From sexual images to anti-Semitic slurs, several Johns Creek neighborhoods woke up to find graffiti  all over their 
homes and cars.

02/24/17                     10pm                  2:30
A war of words tonight between the mayor of Atlanta and a embattled Gwinnett county commissioner. You may 
remember that Commissioner Tommy Hunter took heat last month for calling congressman John Lewis a quote-- 
racist pig on facebook and has since apologized. But now, weeks later, Atlanta mayor Kasim Reed has stepped in -- 
with a public letter--calling out the commissioner to his own boss.

02/27/17                          5/6pm                5:00
Tears and apologies as a woman behind a racially-charged confrontation -- at a child's birthday party learns she'll 
spend the next 6 years in prison. People in trucks stopped near a house on Campbellton street in Douglasville where 
an African-American family hosted a birthday party. The men had confederate flags flying on their  trucks. Police 
say they also shouted racial slurs and made threats aganst a mother and her son.Tonight, two people are heading to 
prison for  violating Georgia's street-gang terrorism law. 

02/28/17                        10pm      2:40
Gwinnett county residents said they were going to fight until the end and it seems that is exactly what they are 
doing. Dozens showed up at the Gwinnett County Board of Commissioners meeting tonight-- demanding the 
resignation of commissioner Tommy Hunter. You'll recall-- it all started when Hunter called congressman John 
Lewis a racist pig on his facebook page.

03/05/17          10/11pm  5:05
Tense moments at the Douglas county courthouse today after members of the Mississippi KKK were a no show for a 
planned rally. The rally was in protest of the recent sentencing of a metro Atlanta couple convicted of yelling racist 
slurs at a black family during a child's birthday party. Fox five's Nathalie Pozo was in Douglas County when 
demonstrators showed up which resulted in a heated exchange. 

03/06/17                 5/6pm            5:05
There are calls for increased security at mosques across metro Atlanta after four of them received threats. One 
mosque received a letter threatening "death for you and your kind."  Three other mosques received identical 
threatening emails. The FBI is now investigating these claims. 

03/09/17                 5pm                             2:40
More controversy for the Atlanta public school district. A  group of teachers has filed a federal lawsuit against the 
district claiming age discrimination. The teachers say despite years of good evaluations, the district let them go.

03/13/17                   5/6/10pm              6:05
Concerned parents want to know if a North Cobb county  high school student who made racist and profanity-laced 
threats will be allowed to come back to school. This is the threat. As you can see we've blurred a large amount of it 
because it contains words we won't use on television.
Some parents have been so afraid of the threats that they've kept their children home from school. 
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03/23/17                 5p/6p                      3:00
Angry parents demanded more time for public comment.  At issue-- a racist threat promising to exterminate black 
people with a mass genocide. The profanity-laced snap chat message was passed around recently a north cobb high 
school-- The board listened to parents talk, but took no action. Now those parents are promising to take their fight to 
the top.

3/24  7/9am  11:18
The Fox 5 I-Team investigated a new scam targeting renters who use the new self-touring technology to view 
properties. Scammers are hijacking legitimate online rental property ads that allow for the properties to be viewed 
without an agent. These homes have a lockbox with keys that can be accessed once the would-be renter signs up 
through a site that will send them an access code for entry. When a would-be renter calls the number on the fake ad, 
the scammer says he’s out of town then directs them the lockbox sign up site. It leads the victim to believe they’re 
dealing with the real homeowner. The entire financial transaction takes place over the phone. Families pay then 
move in only to discover through the real owner who knocks on the door that they’ve been scammed. 

ECONOMY 

1/2/17 7A/9A 3:15
Saving money AFTER you buy.  Our I-Team Consumer reporter shows you how you can still save money by 
checking on-line and sale papers to make sure you get the absolutely lowest price for the item you purchased

1/3/17 8A 3:45
Real Estate expert  John Adams joins us for with the 4 real estate tips to start the New Year on the right foot---
whether you rent or won---now is the time for action.

1/4/17 7A/9A 2:40
Another Call For Action success story---where our team helped a consumer get satisfaction when a furniture dealer 
did not honor the warranty which he had bought.

1/6/17 7A/9A 3:15
Warranties:   We take a closer look at the Pros and Cons of warranties-----and if you didn’t one---should you?

1/6/17 9A 4:00
We visit the annul  Consumer Electronics Show---and the latest trends including personal drones, data storage, thin-
screen TVs and more

1/9/17 7A/9A 3:30
Practical tips the consumer can use to deal with Holiday debt----both paying off, getting additional income and using 
apps or other tools to begin saving now for next year---so you have to deal with Holiday debt

1/10/17              5pm                  2:10
It was built for the 1996 summer Olympics and for two decades, it was the home of the Braves.  Now Turner field 
and much of the property surrounding it officially belongs to Georgia State university.  The ball park will soon 
become the new home of the GSU panthers, but there are also big plans to turn the empty parking lots surrounding 
turner field into a live, work, play development. Fox five's Claire Simms spoke with the people behind the project 
and she has new renderings tonight of what it could soon look like.  

1/10/17              11pm              2:10
The signs read "no rock quarry" and they are popping up in many parts of Douglasville. The people opposed to the 
nearly 200 acre proposed rock quarry say they do not welcome the blasting, dust and vibrations. But the developer 
says it wouldn't be much of a change from the way things are now.  And it's all coming down to a show down at a 
city council meeting in a couple of days.
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1/11/17 7A/9A 2:45
It is not too early to start planning financially for the 2017 Holiday expenses----we have 3 easy ways for consumers 
to start saving now----

1/11/17 9A 3:00
You may think that time is running out for returning those Holiday gifts----but not so fast---consumer reporter Steve 
Noviello tells us about extended return policies—as well as credit card policies on purchases

1/13/17 7A/9A 3:20
A Call For Action success story—where a consumer bought a “bonded leather” couch---but it fell apart while still 
under warranty---and store did not want to honor warranty.  We fix the matter

1/17/17                       5/6/10pm               6:30
More than 100 million dollars in new revenue--that's how much the Georgia restaurant association says a new bill 
could mean for their industry. The "mimosa mandate" would change the time restaurants could start to serve alcohol 
on Sundays. Right now, wait staff cannot sell drinks until 12:30 p-m. This bill would move that up to 10:30 a-m. 
Supporters say it will help not just those in the restaurant business, but their employees as well.

1/24/17 8AM 4:00
Real estate expert John Adams stop by to talk about too many renters in one area and how that may impact property 
values, sales opportunities and purchases

1/25/17 7A/9A 2:15
Credit card sign-up bonuses---when you see these offers it is important to do the research because it can very well be 
worth your while---not only in savings but in upfront cash in your pocket

1/25/17 9A 3:30
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello talks about new gadgets for new Dads---focus on technology from growing high-
chair to a new baby tactical bag

1/26/17                      10pm   2:30
Tonight, some gas station owners are pushing back against a new plan to combat gas pump crimes.
Owners say they are being unfairly punished for a recent string of carjackings and thefts at Fulton county stations. 
Now, these small business owners tell us they’re worried the measures could force them out of business. 

1/27/17 7A/9A 3:00
Garage Sale tips---after the holidays it’s a great time to downsize, clean-up and make some money.  Getting rid of 
clothes, household items, and old and/or no longer used stuff in your house is a great way to make some money---
particularly during the post-holiday period

1/30/17 7A/9A 2:50
I-Team consumer reporter has advice for tax preparations---never too early to get your return out

1/30/17 9A 4:00
The business of sports as CEO of AMB Group Steve Cannon stops by to talk all things Falcons, Atlanta United and 
other business lines in the AMB Group

2/1/17 7A/9A 3:00
Super Bowl parties on a budget----don’t need to break the bank when it comes to throwing your Super Bowl party

2/3/17 7A/9A 3:15
Consumer alert---some big box stores and on-line vendors are now “banning” customers who return too often. We 
take a closer look at what this means and how it could impact  you
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02/03/17                               10pm          1:50
It took an executive order by the mayor-- but the party must go on!  We're talking about Mayor Kasim Reed’s 
decision to extend the sale of alcohol on the night of the super bowl -- and the next morning.
That means bars and restaurants will be allowed to sell drinks until 2:30 in the morning.

2/8/17 7A/9A 3:00
Georgia State tax refunds will be slower this year---as they crack down on fraud and various holidays during tax 
season

2/10/17 7A/9A 3:30
Emotional overspending—a study shows that more than half of us shop with emotion rather than need.  We show 
you ways to avoid the economic/budget pitfall including helpful, practical tips

2/13/17 7A/9A 3:00
Are you getting all your deductions?  We continue our tax preparation tips with a look at deductions and credits you 
want to make sure that you are taking advantage of if  you qualify

2/15/17 7A/9A 3:00
Mortgage Aid cut has gone into effect with new administration---is it temporary or will it be changes—and what can 
homeowners do to mitigate their mortgage situation(s)

2/17/17 7A/9A 2:35
Consumer alert---as the Call For Action team gets some result when a man is victimized by his neighbor who steals 
money orders from him

2/21/17 8AM 3:15
Real Estate expert John Adams  talks about recovering from foreclosure and the pros/cons of lease purchase

2/21/17 8A/9A 4:00
Yet another studio is in play as Atlanta—continues to be the “Hollywood of the South”—we look at Blackhall 
Studios

2/22/17 7A/9A 2:50
Child ID theft is more prevalent than you might think.  We get details from a local banker—including warning signs, 
ways to protect your child and how to take action if you fall victim to ID theft

02/23/17                              5/6pm                          3:45
Millions of dollars in tax revenue for college scholarships, rural healthcare and broadband--that's what the sponsor 
of Georgia's destination resort--or casino--bill promises the industry will bring to our state.  But, some at the state 
capitol believe the legislation may have hit a dead end.

2/24/17 5A/7A 3:00
Unfixed recalls---tens of thousands of  consumers are not having their cars repaired following a year where the 
number of recalls skyrocket up 34 percent.  We talk about the risks of putting these important fixes off

2/27/17 7A/9A 2:40
Savings versus Debt:  The percentage of Americans with credit card debt has increased----especially among older 
Millennials---we take a closer look and offer strategies to reduce debt.

2/28/17 5A/7A 2:30
The new Sun Trust park needs lots of workers----and we highlight a job fair for the many position available at the 
Braves new home
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3/1/17 7A/9A 2:45
I-Team continues are look at tax season with details on why the Georgia Department of Revenue predicts a 90-day 
delay on this year’s refunds

03/01/17                         11pm                    2:05
People who live near Turner Field feel they aren't being heard when it comes to the stadium's redevelopment. Many 
claim it's repeat of what happened 20 years ago when the city built Turner field.

03/02/17                   5/6/10pm                         6:30
Uber users - -listen up. That ride share could soon cost you more. Right now -- state lawmakers are debating a bill 
that would require riders to pay sales tax on their trips -- adding in some cases more than 8-percent to your bill.

3/3/17 7A/9A 3:10
Freezing your minor childrens’ credit. More and more important to help prevent ID theft or fraud—we show you 
how to do this

3/6/17 7A/9A 3:25
Small business loans that help people get that great idea off the ground.  In this profile we meet a mother of 5 that 
got the SBA loan for her new business

3/7/17 8A 2:30
Real estate expert John Adams has advice for renters when it comes to the topic of: “Can your landlord evict you for 
no reason?”  We have some dos and don’ts and what are your rights

3/8/17 7A/9A 3:30
Another tax tip has we continue our tax preparation series.   We detail the ability to deduct and/or itemize job 
hunting expenses----there are many limits--and we o—line for you

03/08/17            5/6pm              4:40
They bravely served our country -- and now that their tour of duty is over-- local veterans are looking for jobs. But 
many have a hard time to finding work. One small business owner says too few companies step-up to give 
those who served the nation, a hand-up. Fox 5's Morse Diggs looked at the problem and the resources for veterans.

3/10/17 7A/9A 2:45
Leased Vehicle alert---- We have useful advice to make sure you don’t get hit with extra fees when you return the 
vehicle at your lease’s end.

3/13/17 7A/9A 3:40
Consumer Alert---a Call for Action alert concerning dealing with septic tanks and repair companies

3/15/17 7A/9A 2:55
Do you download books, music, video?  Do you own it? Well, it turns out—not so much---so due to this reality----
record store, dvd, cds and books are holding their own

3/16/17 9A 2:50
Consumer reporter Steve Noviello takes us to the Home and Housewares Show---the world’s biggest gathering of 
industry insiders and media from 100 countries checking out the latest and greatest for your home

3/17/17 7A/9A 3:00
Another tax tip as we take a look at the TOP 9 tax filing errors

3/20/17 7A/9A 2:50
Credit Pay off, don’t forget there are things you should NOT do. Like don’t take out a loan to pay off debt, or don’t 
use all your money to pay off a debt---oops—then you don’t have money for day-to-day or an emergency
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3/22/17 7A/9A 2:30
Collaborating with your tax expert for some last minute tax tips

3/24/17 7A/9A 3:00
Home rental scam: an alert about how criminals are preying on would-be renters-----renting properties they don’t 
own and walking away with the money victims give them

3/27/17 7A/9A 3:20
Tax Tips for senior citizens:  If you or a loved one is in their 60s---pay attention because there are tax breaks you 
may be able to use that will help minimize one’s tax liability

3/29/17 7A/9A 2:45
Medical debt check-up: 25% of Millennials and Gen-Xers have unpaid medical debt. A local company report shows 
80 percent of medical bills contain errors.  So---we give advice for dealing with debt and negotiating amounts down 
to the accurate charges---helping you become medical debt free

HEALTH/HEATHCARE

1/2/17 5p 3:00
At 85, Lea Nixon is learning how to land a punch.  For the last five years, the Buckhead grandmother has been 
living with Parkinson’s disease.  But as the fox medical team's Beth Galvin shows us -- she's found that boxing 
helps.

1/2/17 8A/9A 4:00
Need to deal with Holiday stress?  Consider stopping by the Rage Room----a metro facility that allows people to de-
stress by smashing and breaking things while wearing protective gear. Does it work---only anecdotal information---
but some experts believe it does.

1/3/17 7A/9A 2:50
Making sure your coffee “habit” is good for your health.   We get medical advice to remind all of us that if you get 
those fancy latte or barista café drinks---you may be taking in too much sugar or other unhealthy ingredients.

1/3/17 5p 2:30
Coffee is the fuel that gets most of us going in the morning. But, if we're not careful, all the stuff we add to our 
coffee can pack on the pounds. So the fox medical team's Beth Galvin shows you how to give your favorite morning 
beverage a makeover.

1/4/17 5p 2:30
A Tampa, Florida woman has come to Georgia on a mission. Sheryl Newman-Overton is here to undergo cancer 
treatment. But -- she's also trying to get women to listen to her story.  The fox medical team's Beth Galvin joins us 
now -- with her story.

1/5/17 5p 2:50
New research on preventing peanut allergies... And it may go against everything you've been taught. 
The national institute of health issued new guidelines to help lower the risk of developing the peanut allergy. 
They conducted a study with hundreds of infants that helped experts come to this new conclusion. 
Fox medical team's Beth Galvin brings us the latest on the story.

1/5/17 7A 3:00
Advice for parents on how to talk to their kids about people who bully them because of race----WEB MDs expert 
stops by with practical tips
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1/5/17 8A/9A 3:30
Breaking Medical news from the National Institutes of Health about peanut allergies.  New research suggest that 
introducing small amounts of  peanuts, nut and similar allergens to babies at a young age may help develop immune 
systems---and build up resistance

1/9/17 5A/7A 2:05
Local father composes song for Childrens Healthcare of Atlanta aimed at children dealing with heart ailments

1/9/17 9AM 3:15
Dr. Ian Smith stops by to talk about his “Shred Power Cleanse” as he talk s about weight modification and healthy 
diets

1/9/17              5pm               3:25
Losing weight is not an easy task. And it's been quite an uphill journey for one Grayson mom. Six years ago, Dee 
Dee Michener was preparing for gastric bypass surgery.  And then life threw her a major curveball. The fox medical 
team's Beth Galvin is here with her story. 
1/10/17            5pm               2:20
Last week, we told you about a major shift in how we approach peanut allergies in young children.
 Experts now believe the best way to head off an allergy is to introduce peanuts early on when babies are just four to 
six months old. But how can you do that safely? The fox medical team's Beth Galvin has some tips for parents.

1/10/17 7A/9A 2:15
Introducing toddlers to peanut foods in an effort to build immunity against potential peanut allergic reactions

1/11/17              5pm         3:15
A routine checkup leads to a major life-change for one young henry county father.  Justin Greene has spent his entire 
life overweight.    By 29, he weighed nearly four hundred pounds.   But one day last spring, Greene got a diagnosis 
that he couldn't ignore.  The fox medical team's Beth Galvin is here with his story.

1/12/17                      5pm                     2:25
Autism, PTSD, alzheimer's--all conditions that Georgia  could add to its current medical cannabis registry list if one 
lawmaker gets his way.  Today, Representative Allen Peake of Macon filed two bills to expand patient access to 
cannabis oil.  One of those bills would pave the way for in-state growth of the drug if voters give it their stamp of 
approval.  

1/12/17 8A 2:45
Local man loses more than 100 pounds---we follow his progress

1/12/17 7A/9A 2:30
Monday resolutions----you can begin change every week—don’t worry about so-called “New Years resolutions”

1/17/17 7A/9A 2:35
Expert advice from Emory University physician on battling the flu and cold bugs.

1/17/17                        5pm                  2:30
The flu season is picking up steam. Georgia is one of ten states reporting high levels of influenza.  The dominant flu 
strain is hitting people over fifty -- and children under four --- especially hard.  Cold viruses are also making the 
rounds. So what can you do if you get sick? The fox medical team's Beth Galvin is here with some expert advice.

1/18/17                          5pm             3:30   
A Newnan woman, who set out to have elective surgery, finds herself facing a much different medical journey. In 
October, Emily Chandler-Wester-Green decided to undergo a breast reduction. It's a decision that may have 
ultimately saved her life.
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1/18/17 7A/9A 3:00
The cost of care giving when it comes to older family members---we offer advice for programs, facilities and 
savings plan to be prepared for the future

1/19/17 7A./9A 2:50
Over-the-counter medicines—what works, what doesn’t---and remembering  the importance of consulting your 
physician, as well as the pharmacist when self-medicating----there are issues you need to be aware of for yourself 
and your family

1/24/17 7A/9A 2:35
Smartphones and sleep:  keeping your cellphone close to you when sleeping may be causing you more health issues.  
Making it more difficult to fall asleep and the quality of your sleep

1/24/17 8A 2:30
Thyroid therapy advice and counsel

1/25/17                 5pm             3:05
Tiffany Gibson was just 45, and in peak physical shape. So why did the Cobb county mom's heart suddenly stop   
She'd been born with a heart valve problem -- that affects about two percent of Americans. The fox medical team's 
Beth Galvin is here now with her story.

1/26/17 2:35 7A/9A
Surprising causes of headaches--- Emory Dr. Sharon Berquist talks about some of  the little-known triggers and how 
to ease headache pain.  Did you know bad posture, over-reliance on electronic gadgets, high blood pressure and 
more can be just the thing to start a headache

1/30/17                 5pm        3:30
Military families are used to change. And Mary and Jerry Gay have moved their family with each new assignment. 
So, when Jerry was sent to the middle east for his fourteenth deployment, Mary, who was pregnant, moved back to 
Georgia. But, late last month -- they were brought back together by a diagnosis neither expected.

1/31/17 7A/9A 3:00
Surprising causes of headaches—including bad posture, over-reliance on electronic gadgets, high blood pressure and 
others----an Emory physician talks about the little-known triggers and offers solutions to headache pain

1/31/71 8A 2:45
Placenta accrete---a condition that can lead to dangerous delivery with newborns

2/01/17                 5pm             3:30
Becoming parents for the first time can be a life-changing -- and nervewracking -- experience. And Kylie and Ben 
Hutson of Athens have been through the ringer over the last four days with their newborn Hadley. Months before 
she was born, Hadley was diagnosed with two different heart problems.She was safe in the womb, because her heart 
didn't yet need to pump.But that would change, when she was a born. So the Hutsons and their doctors came up with 
a plan for Hadley's heart.

2/2/17 7A/9A 2:30
Homemade mouthwash---you don’t need to buy expensive store mouthwashes to provide adequate dental/oral 
hygiene----we take a look at homemade washes that work—and  which ones don’t

2/2/17 8A 3:00
Newborn is required to get immediate heart surgery----we are there for the delicate procedure and prepare to follow 
the process
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02/06/17               5pm         3:05 
A Cobb County teen is recovering after a rare --- and life-threatening -- heart scare. He suffered from a ruptured 
aorta, a complication typically only seen in men triple his age.

02/06/17                    5/10/11pm         7:15
There’s a happy ending tonight for a Gwinnett county man who was once very sick. Oscar David Serrano was a 
Delta air lines flight attendant who traveled the world until kidney disease grounded him. He spent his nights hooked 
up to a dialysis machine…then decided to fight for his life. His search for an organ donor paid off--now he’s trying 
to help other organ donors and recipients. 

2/7/17 5A/7A/9A 2:50
Air Iron APP---truck driver fitness:  we profile a local truck drive who developed an exercise APP that is aimed at 
truckers using their own truck as an exercise equipment apparatus ---to exercise and stay or get in shape

2/7/17 8A 2:45
Teen heart patient gets the necessary surgery and continues to monitor their health

02/08/17                        5pm              3:25
If you have a little girl in your life, there's a good chance you know all about American Girl dolls.   Each is designed 
to look just like her young owner. The doll can share your eye color, hair color and skin tone. But what if you've lost 
your hair? The fox medical team's Beth Galvin has the story of Bella-- an Alpharetta girl who wants to make sure 
every girl facing cancer can have a doll that looks just like her.

2/9/17 7A/9A 2:30
Burnout factor---what caused you to feel “burnt out”---our Med Team takes a closer look

2/9/17 8A 2:45
Young girl donates bald barbies to cancer patients to help them deal with self-esteem issues as they recover from 
cancer

2/14/17 7A/9A 3:10
Panic attacks:  the warning signs, what are they  and how to deal with them if you sense one is coming on

2/16/17 7A/9A 2:30
Help for bad breath---causes and what you can do to eliminate or mitigate the situation

2/20/17 5A/7A/9A 3:00
Young boy battling leukemia gets a chance to live out his dream to be a Super Hero with the help of local stunt 
artists and the gym where they work out

2/20/17 7A/9A 2:55
A number of statistics contribute to poorer medical outcomes for African-Americans---but there are some outliers to 
the trend.  We meet one local man beating the odds and thriving at 91-years young

2/20/17 8A 2:45
A closer look at treatment resistant depression---and what can be done to deal with this malady

02/20/17                      5pm      3:45
Tracy Collins of Lawrenceville is just 28. But she has already spent half of her life battling severe depression.  
Collins tried dozens of medications, and spent years in psychotherapy. But, nothing helped, until she found a 
breakthrough treatment at Emory.
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02/22/17                   5pm             3:35
The key to cancer treatment is catching the disease early.   And that's especially important when it comes to lung 
cancer, the most deadly form of cancer.   When doctors diagnosed Judy Wright last year,  the 77-year old Cobb 
county woman faced a tough decision:  What to do next?

2/23/17 7A/9A 3:05
Are you dragging at work? At home? Do simple tasks overwhelm  you?---you may be just suffering from a lack of 
B12.  We profile a patient suffering B12 deficiency and how a relatively simple treatment protocol helped out.

2/27/17 9A 3:00
A conversation with Kent Brantly the 1st ebola patient treated at Emory during the outbreak back in 2015

02/27/17                    5pm          3:35
The internet can be a lifeline for parents searching for answers. For one Cobb County couple, a google search helped 
them solve a medical mystery about what was happening to their baby. But the story didn't end there.

2/28/17 7A/9A 2:40
Heart Healthy during pregnancy.  The Med Team has 4 things every expectant mom needs to know about about 
heart health during pregnancy

2/28/17 8A 2:50
Dealing with Mowat-Wilsons Syndrome----Logan needed surgery and we check-up on how he is doing

03/01/17                   5pm                    3:10
A DeKalb county group will soon kick of a 30-city tour.They're trying to raise awareness about a disorder that has 
changed their lives. Their dark skin is turning white in patches because of a condition known as vitiligo.

3/2/17 7A/9A 3:10
Rural health disparities:  a new CDC study shows dramatic impact of rural health---and how people in these areas 
are more likely to die from heart disease, cancer, accidents, stroke and chronic respiratory illness----why? We take a 
closer look at the study.

3/2/17 8A 2:50
We profile a support group for vertiligo sufferers---including a race car driver

03/06/17                  5pm               3:25
Laura Henry was a healthy, busy working mom last summer. But she had some strange side effects.  Her toes and 
finger would tingle, and go numb. But it wasn't until she stubbed her toe that she realized something was really 
wrong.

3/7/17 7A/9A 3:00
ADHD diet  What types of foods might throw kids off-track?  Dr. Taz stop by to give us some advice

03/08/17                    5pm           3:05
William Stiles was in his mid-thirties, newly-married and had a baby on the way. But two years ago, the cobb 
County lawyer woke up in a hospital bed with no memory of who he was, or how he got there.
Today,  Stiles is fully-recovered -- and sharing his strange journey.
   
3/9/17 7A/9A 3:25
Spring is just around the corner----is it time to start prepping for the allergy season? We have some practical advice 
on details on treatments with OTC medicines or visits to an allergist

3/14/17 7A/9A 3:20
Tips on how to balance your diet with the need to be energetic and the desire to lose pregnancy weight
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3/14/17 8A 3:30
Couple diagnosed with cancer---we follow them through treatment

3/16/17 7A/9A 3:00
Working outdoors in pollen season if you suffer allergies---you can do it.  A local doctor has tips to make your 
outdoor workouts manageable

03/16/17                     5pm                 2:15
Autism, AIDs and Alzheimer’s -- Georgia patients suffering from those conditions may soon have access to medical 
cannabis oil thanks to a new agreement by lawmakers at the state capitol. The house and senate originally backed 
two very different proposals. The senate's version reduced the legal amount of t-h-c which is marijuana's psycho-
active ingredient. It was an issue that many patients said was a non-starter.  But, now,  the two chambers have 
reached a compromise.

03/20/17                 5pm                  2:40
At 91 -- and 46 -- you might think "Buddy Harris" and "Andy Hite" would *not* have much in common.
But they do. Both are soft-spoken family men. And both are battling head and neck cancers. Over the last few 
weeks, they've formed an unbreakable bond.

03/21/17                5pm                    2:30
We all have occasional headaches. Usually, we take some Tylenol or Advil and the pain passes.
But for people who suffer from migraines, getting relief isn't so simple. Fortunately a new study shows acupuncture 
might help.

3/21/17 7A/9A 3:15
Accupuncture and migraines :  a new study points to the use of acupuncture to solve the malady of migraines

3/22/17                  5pm                     2:50
A compromise bill making its way through the Georgia legislature could expand access to medical marijuana.
Under the current law,  about 13-hundred Georgians are allowed to legally possess a type of medical cannabis oil -- 
known as low "THC" oil. One of them is a four year boy -- named Alex Martin.

3/23/17                  5pm                    2:40
That story is a perfect example of a dog being a family's best friend. But what if you're allergic to pets? The fox 
medical team's Beth Galvin has some advice from an allergist on how to get relief.

3/23/17 7A/9A 2:45
Dealing with pet allergies

3/23/17 8A 2:55
Meet medical marijuana patient 4 year old Alex---and see how the treatment is greatly helping him

03/24/17                   5p                          2:05
She was six months pregnant -- and facing brain surgery. This after doctors discovered an egg-sized tumor pushing 
against her optic nerves.  But this South Florida mother's story has a happy ending.

03/27/17                   5p                        2:40
Going to junior prom is rite of passage for many high school students. And these days it's all about how you ask 
your date to the big dance: The bigger the prom-posal, the better. So, naturally, mason berry wanted to impress his 
girlfriend Dixie. But he was going to have to jump through some hoops first: Like... Well, open heart surgery!

3/27/17 5A/8A 2:45
Man needs second kidney transplant
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3/28/17 7A/9A 2:50
Snoring surgery is about a procedure that may be the answer to serious sleep apnea----which can be very serious 
condition in addition to how its associated snoring could be bothering your significant other.  In fact it may be a sign 
of heart issues----the surgery includes implanting a pacemaker like device to deal with it….

03/28/17                 5p                         2:35
If you snore or you share the bed with someone who does -- you might have felt a little cranky after waking up this 
morning. But the problem isn't just the noise. 18-million Americans have sleep apnea. It's a condition that causes 
people to stop breathing over and over again during sleep. But as the fox medical team's Beth Galvin tells us, there's 
a new treatment option.

03/29/17                  5p                        2:30
For decades, women were told they didn't have to worry about heart disease. That it was a *man's* problem.
But nearly 60 years ago, a young Atlanta cardiologist began to challenge that assumption. Her name is "Nanette 
Wenger" and she's changed the way we think about heart disease. As part of women's history month, the fox medical 
team's Beth Galvin is here with a profile of this medical pioneer.

03/30/17                 5p                        2:15
When a friend is facing a major illness like cancer -- we want to help. But many of us don't know what to say -- or 
how to be helpful.  So -- sometimes we say too much, or we don't say anything at all. The fox medical team's Beth 
Galvin has some tips on how to talk with someone going through a medical crisis.

3/30/17 7A/9A 2:40
Expert advice on “what NOT to say” when speaking or comforting someone we know who is ill

HOMELESS/HUNGER

1/15/17               10pm               2:00
We're just hours now from the start of the Martin Luther King, Jr, holiday.The federal holiday--recognizing King's 
birthday--is one people often celebrate with service to their communities. Hundreds of people are giving back right 
now by volunteering to prep food for the annual Hosea Helps dinner at the Georgia World Congress Center.

02/22/17              5/6pm                            4:00
What's a homeless father to do, when he's trying to take care of his son?   Tonight.. they both have a shot at a better 
life, thanks to a compassionate Waffle House security guard who spotted the pair and knew he had to do something 
to help.

02/27/17                              5/6pm                 4:35
Tonight, we we want to share a story of how one person's kind act can inspire others. Last week we told you about a 
security guard at a Clayton County Waffle House who invited a homeless father and his young son to live in his 
apartment. After we shared the story -- fox 5 viewers reached out to see how they could help—and gave the father  
what he needed to start his life in his own apartment. 

03/01/17                         5/6/10pm                 9:00
Tough questions for the general manager of the airport after Fox 5 reveals the homeless problem inside Hartsfield-
Jackson. They don't have tickets or anywhere to go, but they're making themselves at home at the airport. Police say 
it's an ongoing nuisance that’s on its way to becoming a real public safety problem.

03/27/17                 5p/6p                        2:20
More problems with homeless people at Atlanta’s airport. They don't have tickets or anywhere to go, but they're 
making themselves at home at the airport.  Now the problem has escalated -- and police had to stun a man who 
refused to leave.
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03/29/17                  5p/6p/10p                         6:00
A dangerous situation after Atlanta police stopped a man pushing a shopping cart and carrying a large bag at the 
airport. This is what police say they found inside -- a machete and six pairs of scissors. They also found a large 
butcher knife.  Tonight, we've learned the man is one of the many homeless who hang out at the airport.

WEATHER/DISASTERS

1/4/17 5p/6p 3:30
It has been nearly three years since snow and ice brought metro Atlanta to a standstill. If you were here -- you 
remember the mess at the end of January 2014. But this time we'll be ready. Brine trucks are ready to hit the roads as 
the Georgia department of transportation continues to monitor this winter weather threat and the impact it could 
have on driving conditions.  As fox five's Claire Simms reports, the state plans to stay ahead of this storm.

1/4/17 10p/11p 3:00
Many of us remember the images of 2014 and thousands stranded on north Georgia roads,
The Georgia department of transportation is not taking any chances and has begun preparing for this possible winter 
storm days ahead.  

1/4/17 10p/11p 3:00
Officials in Gwinnett county aren't the only ones planning for snow. Crews in DeKalb says they've been stock-piling 
salt and sand, and are prepared to work 16-hour shifts. Fox 5's Denise Dillon is live in Cobb County Denise- folks 
there say they're more ready now than they've ever been.

1/4/17----1/7/17  5A/6A/7A/8A/9A Various times
A bitter cold front hits most of the nation, including the deep south----with bitter cold temperatures and a snow event 
for part of metro north and North Georgia

1/5/17 5p/6p 3:30
Ahead of the storm....county leaders and emergency response officials across metro Atlanta are meeting..
And coming up with a game plan to prepare for the storm...And to respond once it's hit.

1/6/17                     5/6pm                            3:20
A Fox Five storm alert--Snow is falling in parts of north Georgia. This is video from the city of Clayton, Georgia. 
The winter weather event is slowly pushing its way south. And -- more video now from Rabun county-- as snow 
falls there. Right now there is a winter storm warning for all of north Georgia. We have live team coverage tonight, 
with crews spread out across the area. Right now the Georgia D-O-T traffic command center is buzzing. Crews are 
monitoring the road conditions across the state watching for any possible hazards.

1/7/17                   6/10pm             4:05
Side roads and highways are getting a lot of attention today from crews all across the area. They're concerned some 
of the snow and ice that melted today will re-freeze tonight--and with that is the potential for black ice!

1/8/17              10pm              1:45
The winter weather remains a threat for many people in the metro Atlanta area tonight. Cobb county is one of the 
areas still dealing with ice. In fact...The school system canceled classes tomorrow because of the road conditions.

1/9/17                     11pm             1:45
As we mentioned earlier, these frigid temperatures aren't helping the ice go away. Some parts of metro Atlanta are 
still dealing with so much ice, that more than a dozen school districts are closed for a second day. Cobb County is 
one of them, even though many of the roads there seem fine.

1/23/17              5/10pm                 4:05
New information tonight about deadly storms that tore through south Georgia killing 15 people. This is drone video 
of the town of Adel in Cook county.There aren't words to describe the extent of the damage. All you can see are 
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destroyed homes and buildings. Debris scattered as far as you can see.  The governor declared a state of emergency 
for 16 south Georgia counties hit by the storms. He'll tour the area on Wednesday.

1/25/17               6pm    2:05
Governor Deal and other state leaders toured storm damage in south Georgia today. The tour is part of the process to 
get federal aid for victims of the deadly tornadoes. 15 people were killed in the tornadoes. Dozens more were hurt 
and crews are still trying to find a 2-year-old boy who disappeared in the storm. 

03/01/17                           6pm                   1:35
We're getting more video of the damage left behind by wind and hail in Gordon county. Fox 5's Doug Evans has a 
look at what the storm did to a chicken house near Calhoun.

03/01/17                 10/11pm           3:05
More on the storm damage in just a minute-- but first, we're on the scene of a fatal, multi-car crash on I-85 in Fulton 
county. Police tell us the storms likely played a role in the deadly seven-car pileup.

03/01/17                    11pm               1:30
Strong winds and heavy rains hit metro Atlanta through the evening. The storms -- leaving behind downed trees and 
damaged homes. One Gwinnett county family tells us a tree fell onto their home during the downpour.

03/30/17                 10p/11p                        20:00
Flames consume an interstate overpass-- causing a collapse during rush hour.

GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS & ORGANIZATION

1/2/17 5p/6p 3:20
We all know the dangers of second-hand smoke.
Now a state lawmaker wants to make it illegal for smokers to expose children while in the car.  The bill would ban 
adults from smoking if they have anyone under the age of 18 in their vehicle. It's not the first time lawmakers have 
considered a bill like this.

1/3/17 10p/11p 3:10
What *should* have been a night of celebrating turned life-threatening for some Atlanta residents... 2017 not only 
brought New Year’s parties -- but also some celebratory gunfire. The gunshots -- so concerning to APD, that 
officers were told to "take cover" when midnight hit. Fox five's Morse Diggs joins us live from city hall, where 
lawmakers discussed some possible solutions.

1/4/17 5p/6p 3:10
Fulton county officials continue their efforts to stop the rise of violent crime at local gas stations. From carjackings -
- to robberies -- to murders, county officials hope a proposed "red hat squad" will help put an end to the violence.
But someone is going to have to pay for that squad.

1/5/17 5p/6p 2:05
Protestors took to the streets and governor Nathan deal issued one of his few vetoes to kill it. Religious liberty 
legislation divided our state last year.  But that debate may finally be over. Just days from the start of the 2017 
session, House speaker David Ralston and lt. Governor Casey Cagle laid out their priorities.

1/9/17                   5/6pm            4:10
It's day one of the legislative session at the state capitol -- and one of the most controversial issues from last year's 
session is expected to come back. Lawmakers approved a bill to make it legal for students 21 and over to carry guns 
on Georgia's public college campuses, but Governor Nathan Deal vetoed the measure.  

1/10/17                     5/6/22pm                6:55
Former Atlanta police chief George Turner’s pension is causing controversy at city hall. Fox 5 has learned the 
proposed pension would give Turner more money each year than when he was working. Fox 5's Morse Diggs has 
the exclusive details. Morse, the plan would essentially give turner a raise for *not* going to work?
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1/10/17                      11pm        2:40
Atlanta's newest top cop was officially sworn in tonight. The 24th police chief and only second woman for the 
department spoke about her hopes and vision for the city's future.

1/12/17                  11pm        1:55
Hall county has been slapped with a class action lawsuit by employees who are angry about the state of their 
pensions. Most of the employees are first responders who put their lives on the line every day and many are still 
working. 

1/20/17 5A/7A/8A/9A 2:40
Inauguration Day----we go behind-the-scenes as well as look at the politics of the day

1/23/17 5A/7A 1:55
Barrow County traffic enforcement on Hwy 316 aims to improve safety on what is known to be a potentially 
dangerous section of this state highway

1/24/17           10pm                  2:10
Hardened criminals--that's what Marietta police call two teenagers who shot and severely injured one of their 
officers in august. Prosecutors wanted to try the teens as adults, but a judge denied their request. Now, one state 
lawmaker--with the backing of marietta p-d--wants to change the law that let that happen.

1/26/17                  5pm                 2:00
It was the story that broke hearts and angered a community -- a little boy killed, a little girl severely injured in a dog 
attack in southwest Atlanta. Then just days later -- dogs attack a man in the same area.  Now the Fulton county 
board of commissioners is concerned—and they decided to bring in all the mayors in the county-- to discuss the 
problem and try to come up with a solution.

1/26/17 5A/7A/9A 1:20
Preview the new South Metro HOV PAID Express lanes set to open on I-75 in Clayton/Henry counties

02/01/17                    5/6pm            4:25
A judge refuses to lower the bond for the owner of two dogs involved in a deadly attack in southwest Atlanta. 
Cameron Tucker faces felony involuntary manslaughter charges and has a 70-thousand dollar bond. The dogs killed 
6-year-old Logan Braatz and seriously injured five-year-old Syrai Sanders. Since the attacks -- city and county 
leaders have looked at ways to get more animal control officers on the streets.Fulton County Animal Control takes 
18-thousand calls a year. But there are only 14 officers to answer those calls.

02/06/17                  5/10pm         3:45
The family of a man who was shot and killed by Atlanta police, is demanding answers. Police say Deundre Phillips 
was shot when he tried to drive off with an officer hanging out of the car. It happened last month in the parking lot 
of the department's public safety annex building. Today, family, friends, and community members disrupted a city 
council meeting -- trying to get answers.

02/14/17                            5/6/10/11pm               10:35
Some Atlanta police officers are outraged, after they learn how big the former chief's pension will be.
Chief George Turner retired at the end of last year -- and he's going to get what some are calling a platinum pension: 
252-thousand dollars a year. It's even more than turner was getting paid when he protected a city where millions of 
people live, work, and visit. 

02/15/17                        5/6/10pm                             8:20
Millions of people go through Atlanta's airport every year-- and now Atlanta's new top cop says we need to beef up 
security. Chief Erika Shields says she has a plan to make Hartsfield-Jackson safer and to have more officers on duty. 
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02/16/17                              5/10/11pm                  6:50
If you pay all-inclusive rent for a city of Atlanta apartment, you'll want to listen closely to this new city hall policy: 
If the owner of your complex falls way behind in water charges, the city can cut your tap. That collection program is 
underway. And because of this -- some atlanta residents went without city water for five days.

02/20/17                          5/6/10/11pm                    8:15
Sitting ducks or sanctuary spaces? That's the big debate raging once again in the state legislature over whether 
people should be able to carry guns on college campuses. Today, members of the 'house public safety and homeland 
security committee' heard arguments from both sides. This bill is a little different from the one that Governor Nathan 
Deal vetoed last year.

02/23/17                               5/6/11pm        6:00
More controversy tonight over the pension for Atlanta's former top cop. Former chief George Turner will take home 
more than 21 thousand dollars a month -- 252 thousand dollars a year. That's even more than he made when he was 
on the job. Now -- the chairman of the pension board has ordered an investigation into the chief's pension.

3/2/17 5A/7A 2:35
Atlanta Smart Corridor, the first of many coming to metro Atlanta, this corridor with technology that will try to 
reduce congestion and make the roads safer.  Even predicting crashes before they happen---using sensors that can 
ready live conditions and adjust traffic movement accordingly

3/9/17 5A/7A 2:00
CHAMP vehicles----running on road as new version of Highway Emergency Response Operators (HEROs)—we go 
for a ride-a-long

03/14/17                   10/11pm                5:20
Human trafficking is now the third largest criminal activity in the world and the fastest growing activity here in the 
U.S according to the FBI. Law enforcement says nearly 30-million people are trapped in various forms of modern 
day slavery -- and that metro Atlanta is a national hub. Tonight -- East Point community leaders gathered to discuss 
this growing problem and find solutions

03/20/17                    5p/6p                     3:00  
The city of South Fulton has just been formed, but it's already facing a battle.  Tomorrow, residents of the South 
Fulton are supposed to vote on their first mayor and city council members. But the city of Atlanta says the 
legislation used to create the new city is unconstitutional. Both sides headed to court today.

03/21/17              5p/6p                   3:00
New developments tonight out of Atlanta city hall -- where political leaders are split on the idea of reducing the 
penalty for possession of a small amount of marijuana. City council members are ready to move on the proposal -- 
but Mayor Kasim Reed has put up the stop sign.

03/21/17              5p/6p                   3:00
Clayton county residents speak out after learning their sheriff is back in the news. The peace officer standards and 
training council has put him on probation. "P.O.S.T." took action after sheriff victor hill accidentally shot a friend in 
Gwinnett County nearly two years ago.  A judge sentenced him to probation in that case.

3/21/17                5p                        2:05           
The push to regulate 'fantasy sports contests' in Georgia goes "major league." Baseball Hall-of-Famer, Tom Glavine, 
visited the state capitol today to show his support for "house bill 118." Some religious groups are unhappy with the 
idea.  

3/21/17                5p                        1:30
Should colleges handle allegations of sexual assault on campus or should they have to turn cases over to law 
enforcement?  That's the debate raging right now at the state capitol.    
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3/21/17               10p/11p                 3:00
Lots of anticipation in the new city of South Fulton right now.  Voters are eagerly anticipating the election results 
for the city's first mayor and council members...  and they had a lot of candidates to choose from.

03/22/17             5p/6p                   3:00
It just may be the most significant news yet out of the state's push to test "warehoused" sexaul assault kits. The 
Georgia bureau of investigation says brand new results have helped lead them to a person of interest in an open child 
sex trafficking case.  It's why lawmakers pushed to have these kits tested.  

03/22/17               6pm                     3:40
An alleged criminal who exploited children for his own gain could soon be off the streets. The Georgia bureau of 
investigation tells fox 5 they have linked a person of interest to a child sex trafficking case and it's all because of the 
state's push to test previously unsubmitted rape kits. One lawmaker says those kits could prove vital to many cases 
this year.  

03/23/17                     5p/6p                           3:00
They make an annoying sound and drivers hate going over them. But these metal plates are *extra irritating because 
they're *extra big. Thousands of drivers go over these plates on Peachtree near Lindbergh in Atlanta every day.

03/23/17                    5p/6p                           2:00
Back from the dead--an effort to bring casinos to Georgia got new life today. The bill's sponsor--Representative Ron 
Stephen of savannah presented changes in committee to what he calls "the destination resort act." The legislation 
that many thought was dead for this year may make a late comeback

3/24/17 5A/7A/9A 2:25
Parking and traffic plan for the new Sun Trust stadium where the Braves will begin play in April

03/25/17                      11p                         1:45
We are just hours from the start of early voting in what will likely be a very tight congressional race.  Voters must 
decide who they want to send to Washington in the 6th district... Now that congressman tom price has become the 
secretary of health and human services under the trump administration.  Tonight, voters got an up-close look at some 
of the candidates running for that seat.. 

03/27/17                   10p/11p                      3:00
Early voting is underway in the special election for Georgia’s sixth congressional district and voters have a huge 
field to choose from...  18 candidates are vying to replace congressman tom price. A recent Fox 5 and insider 
advantage poll shows democrat Jon Ossoff in the lead... With republican Karen Handel atop the republican field.  

03/30/17                  5p                                1:25
Relief tonight for Georgia parents of children with autism.  Today, with just hours left in the session-- the senate 
gave final approval to a bill. It added autism and five other conditions to the list of those that qualify for the state's 
"medical cannabis oil registry."

3/31/17 5A/7A 2:40
The Atlanta Braves are partnering with the way-finding app WAZE to integrate its technology so fans will be able to 
enter the address of the parking lot they are going to use---and get customized directions as well as updated “real 
time” traffic conditions.

03/30/17                 6p/10p                              4:00
There are not enough officers to do the job. That's what airport police are saying at Hartsfield Jackson international 
airport after to several recent incidents.  But the good news is --- they're getting some relief.
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CRIME AND VIOLENCE

1/1/17 10p/11p 3:00
The search is on for three armed robbers after police say they shot and killed a Clayton County teenager in a park on 
New Year's Eve.
We're told the high school student was hanging out with friends when the group attacked.

1/1/17 10p/11p 2:30
Bullets pierce a home in what appears to be celebratory gunfire. One bullet came very close to hitting a woman 
inside.

1/2/17 5p/6p 3:10
Only two days into 2017 -- and the city of Atlanta has already seen its first murder of the New Year.  A man was 
found shot to death on broad street in downtown Atlanta this morning. Now, police are looking for the shooter.

1/2/17 5p/6p 1:20
Take a good look at this guy -- Douglas County Sheriff's deputies are on the hunt for him tonight. Anthony 
McKinney is wanted for assault. Deputies say he shot two people on Colquitt Street last night. 

1/2/17 5p/6p 3:00
Several guns, reported missing -- after a string of early morning car break ins...And Forsyth County police tell us 
*firefighters* are the victims of the heist. Tonight -- officers are on the hunt for the persons responsible for targeting 
these first responders.

1/2/17 10p/11p 3:30
A local man thought he made a serious deal through an online app. Instead, he ended up with funny money for his 
BMW. Now, Oakwood police are looking for the crook who gave the car owner 25-hundred dollars in fake cash 
before driving off in the car.

1/2/17 5p/6p 3:40
The recent deaths of teens in Clayton County have mothers who have lost children joining forces to stop the 
violence. Today, the mothers met outside north Clayton high school to talk about the changes that they hope to 
initiate. Christy Hutchings with news radio 106-7 was there- and has the latest on the killings.

1/3/17 5p/6p 3:00
A domestic disagreement turned dangerous on a busy Gwinnett highway this morning. Police say what started as a 
fight at a Lawrenceville apartment complex ended when police found a woman shot in the head off of highway 3-16.

1/3/17 5p/6p 3:20
Atlanta police are looking for this group of thieves after surveillance cameras captured them breaking into a local 
hardware store this morning. It happened just before four a-m at the "bates ace hardware" on Howell mill road.
According to the manager, the thieves didn't get away with much, but as fox five's Claire Simms reports,  it's *who* 
they stole from that really hurts.  

1/3/17 5p/6p 3:00
They're teaming up...To fight back against crime. Today--- "Fulton County" residents and leaders came together...
To hammer out a plan to stop an alarming rise in "gas station crimes." They have to work together to stop the rise in 
car thefts and carjackings across the southern part of the county.

1/3/17 10p/11p 3:40
New developments tonight in the murder investigation of a musician who was gunned down outside a Chamblee QT
Officers say they've identified two suspects... After finding a car -- investigators say -- belongs to one of those 
suspects.
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1/3/17 11p 1:30
Another case of bad parenting. A couple is in jail after deputies say they used their baby to hide their drugs.  
Narcotics officers found more than $20,000 worth of meth and drug paraphernalia when they pulled over a 
Gainesville couple.... Denise, authorities say the couple hid some of the drugs on their infant... And the rest in the 
baby's diaper bag.

1/4/17 5p/6p 2:00
A Fox 5 exclusive  -- passengers at Atlanta’s Hartsfield Jackson airport take down a man after he tried to grab a 
police officer's gun. The passengers saw what was happening and sprang into action. Fox 5's Morse Diggs joins us 
live with this exclusive story. Morse, this is a clear case of passengers seeing something that's not right -- and doing 
something about it.

1/4/17 10p/11p 3:00
Atlanta police are warning women to be on the lookout for a serial sexual predator. Police say he's tied to the rapes 
or sexually assaults of four women in a southwest Atlanta neighborhood.  They say each victim was walking 
*alone* when he approached them.

1/4/16 11p 1:50
A Forsyth county schools bus driver is out of a job tonight -- after school officials acknowledged she left a six year 
old girl at the wrong spot. Fortunately -- a Cumming private investigator spotted the scared kindergartener on the 
side of canton highway... And safely transported her to the sheriff's office. Fox five's george franco joins us from 
Forsyth county with the story -- and george we understand this p-i recorded her interaction with this little girl?

1/5/17 5p/6p 3:30
We are hearing from a traveler brave enough to step in. And help stop a man from stealing a police officer's gun at 
Hartsfield-Jackson international airport. This military veteran sprang into action when many others ran for cover.
And police believe his actions--and the actions of others stopped what could have been a deadly, mass--casualty 
incident at the world's busiest airport.

1/5/17 5p/6p 3:00
Atlanta police are searching for the gunman behind a scary robbery and shooting. Police believe those crooks 
followed an Uber car carrying a father and daughter... Then ambushed them when they were dropped at a 
Bouldercrest drive home. Even more bizarre--after they robbed those family members. They shot the Uber driver 
before taking off.

1/5/17 10p/11p 3:00
Fox five has told you about the rash of criminals.. targeting drivers at the pump.. But one driver says thieves used a 
new technique to trick her.. so they could steal her car.. Fox 5's Jaclyn Schultz is live in east point tonight...Jaclyn, 
what's scary is, the woman was in her car when the thieves approached her?

1/7/17             6/10pm               3:45
A Marietta woman is one of the victims of that Fort Lauderdale shooting---Olga Woltering was at the Fort 
Lauderdale airport with her husband. Fox Five's Jaclyn Schultz joins us now from the church the Wolterings 
attended in Marietta for almost 40 years.

1/8/17                  10pm             2:00
A news alert tonight out of Gwinnett county.. authorities are on the hunt for whomever is targeting firefighters and 
their vehicles. Police say thieves hit four fire stations overnight. That's in addition to two other fire stations last 
week. Police believe this rash of break-ins could be connected to another one in a neighboring county.

1/9/17                    5/6pm             5:35
From carjackings to purse snatchings  and smash and grabs, teenage criminals are making headlines all across metro 
Atlanta. And now, many people are calling for jail time for the young criminals. But the chief juvenile judge for 
fulton county says that's not the answer. He and other judges say they're being responsible and only detain the 
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teenagers who really need to be locked-up. Fox 5's Morse Diggs sat down with the judge to talk candidly about teen 
crime.

1/9/17                 5/6/10                     5:25
Video has been released of  men wanted in connection with a dangerous home invasion in northwest Atlanta. 
Investigators say they fired a gun at the homeowner when she caught them in the act.

1/9/17                             11pm               1:35
Only on fox five-- This would have been the sixth burglary in less than a year. Tonight, the owner of a local 
pharmacy says she will do everything in her power to keep her business open after thieves tried to break in yet again 
last night.

1/9/17                     11pm                    1:55
Atlanta Police tell us It happened in about a minute, a smash and grab of very high end purses. The thieves struck 
the Tod's store at the Shops Buckhead on Peachtree Road early this morning. 

1/9/17                     11pm      2:20
A Troup county man is behind bars tonight accused of shooting a sheriff's deputy. The sheriff's office tells us deputy 
Michael Hockett was hit by buck shot in the elbow and waist. The 28-year-old accused of pulling the trigger was 
arrested just a short time ago--after a standoff that lasted hours.

1/10/17                       5pm             2:10
A five thousand dollar reward is up for grabs to anyone who knows who shot and killed this dog in pike county. 
Someone killed Sassy - a twelve year old pitbull - on Christmas Eve. Her owner found her on the front porch of their 
home. So far, there are no leads in the case. Christy hutchings with news radio 106-7 spoke with the atlanta humane 
society where they say they won't tolerate this type of cruelty against animals . 

1/10/17                         5pm       2:20
A murder mystery in Atlanta  after a cleaning crew found a man shot on a balcony at In-Town Suites on Piedmont 
Circle Northeast. Medics rushed the man to the hospital -- where he died.

1/10/17                            5/6pm              4:25
Police say a crew of gang members are off the streets and in a jail cell. All of them were busted two years ago -- 
putting a dent in the county's meth and heroine problem. It's taken a long time -- but now they're headed to jail. The 
cobb county district attorney says the evidence in the case was so strong, these gang members agreed to plead guilty 
rather than take their chances with a jury trial.

1/10/17                       11pm       1:50
The search is on for the gunman responsible for shooting and killing a man in a northwest Atlanta neighborhood. It 
happened this afternoon on Baker road-- in broad daylight. And police tell us an empty school bus was right in the 
line of fire.

1/10/17                           11pm      1:20
Tonight -- police are looking for some very casual yet dangerous robbers.  Officers tell us the two armed thieves 
stole some suitcases and then *strolled off* with them -- all while the owners were just feet away. 

1/11/17                              5/6pm                    3:55
New at 5 -- an alert citizen felt something was off, and he was right. He spotted a teen walking down the road 
ripping open packages, and throwing the contents on the ground. He had a hunch that teen had stolen the packages 
from front porches and flagged down an officer. Turns out that teen was involved in a whole lot more than just 
stealing. Christy Hutchings with news radio 106-7 explains what police say the teen had been up to in the 24 hours 
before his arrest.

1/11/17                    5/6/10pm                   7:05
We've learned the teen crime problem in Atlanta may be worse than we thought. Atlanta police estimate that teens 
may be responsible for 70 percent of the recent gas station robberies. Police investigators say curbing this crime is 
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more difficult because the Atlanta school district police department isn't sharing information about troubles with 
teens. 

1/11/17                      5/6pm                      4:10
Atlanta police look for a sexual predator who has assaulted at least three women and a young girl in Mechanicsville 
and surrounding areas.Each time - he was armed with a handgun.  And he attacked each one as she walked alone. 
Atlanta police spent this afternoon canvassing the area around Rosa Burney Park looking for information.

1/11/17            5/6pm                3:50
A murder investigation -- after a woman was found dead at an Atlanta landmark.Police say her body was at the 
bottom of a stairwell at Underground Atlanta. She'd been stabbed in the neck. 

1/11/17                   10pm             2:30
Tied up, robbed, and cleaned out! Atlanta police say robbers ambushed a high-end clothing store in Buckhead-- and 
zip-tied a worker's hands then ransacked the store.  
All this happened during normal business hours... At the Atlier store off Piedmont Road. 

1/11/17                             10pm                     2:30
A 13-year-old boy is understandably shaken after finding a human body, that was set on fire in the woods.
Tonight the Whitfield county sheriff's office is trying to identify the victim.
 
1/12/17                5/6pm             4:25
Crime has gotten so bad in Atlanta that officers have been moved from writing traffic tickets -- to patrolling the 
streets. Homeowners welcome the change because -- they say -- crime has changed in Buckhead from minor theft to 
carjackings and muggings in their driveways. 

1/12/17                        5/6pm            5:05
A teen is in the hospital recovering after his father found him shot outside a home in northwest Atlanta.
Police don't know who shot the 14-year-old boy or why. It happened last night on Fairburn road in northwest 
Atlanta. Paramedics rushed the boy to Grady hospital where he underwent surgery. 
 
1/12/17                          10pm           2:35
People in one part of the metro area say crime is so bad, they're "afraid" to even get gas.There's been a rash of 
carjackings and car thefts at gas stations. Leaders have promised to handle the crimes. But residents in south Fulton 
county say they want results and they gathered at a town hall to get some answers.

1/12/17                                 10pm                 2:30
Homicide investigators in Gwinnett county are trying to untangle a murder mystery tonight. A woman's body was 
found stuffed into a laundry-sized storage bin. Then dropped off in the front yard of a home in Lawrenceville. Police 
swarmed the scene on James road this afternoon as neighbors watched on in horror. 

1/13/17                         5/6/10pm               5:30
Peachtree city police say they've busted a peeping tom.Officers set up a sting and caught him creeping back into his 
house late at night with video camera in his hand. And the evidence they found on that camera dates back 5 years 
and has officers filing more than two dozen charges against him.

1/13/17                            5/6pm              3:35
A Father is gunned down in the doorway of his own home and right in front of his wife. Two children were also in 
the home when the bullets started flying. It all happened at a home on Crestbend lane in Powder Springs. Now 
police are on the hunt for the shooters.

1/13/17                         6pm                            1:50
What's going on in Pike county? That's what residents want to know after at least four dogs were shot and killed, and 
a handful of others are missing.The sheriff's office says this is an animal control issue, but the residents say in their 
small county this case is much too big for animal control and they want the sheriff's office to step in.\
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1/13/17                            10pm         2:05
Deputies in Cherokee county want you to be on the look out for a couple of crooks.Deputies say these thieves are 
stealing from cars... And aren't being very careful about whose cars they're ripping off.

1/13/17                      10pm                 2:30
Police believe that teenage criminals are behind the rash of carjackings and car thefts terrorizing one part of the 
metro. The problem is so bad-- drivers are afraid to get gas in their own neighborhoods.Well tonight, there's a 
solution-- but it's going to cost taxpayers. It's a plan that would essentially track "known" offenders 24 hours a day.

1/16/17               10pm     2:30
Newnan Police say a woman was duped into stepping outside her home by another  woman pretending to be a utility 
worker. Then her partner went inside the home and ripped off the victim. 

1/17/17                     5/6pm   4;10
A man is dead following a shootout with police in Fayette county. Investigators say the suspect stole a truck and 
ditched it -- before stealing another during a home invasion and leading police on a chase. That chase ended with the 
shootout. 

1/17/17              10/11pm       4:20
Fear in northeast Atlanta after a string of armed robberies.
Police say there were 4 armed robberies within 2 and a half miles of each other, including one on the Atlanta 
Beltline. 

1/17/17              10pm         2:30
Roswell police are searching for a killer after a woman was found murdered outside a home. Investigators say it was 
quote an 'obvious homicide' but tonight they still don't know *how* she was killed.

1/17/17                   11pm        2:15
A church has been shot up--again. We told you about the first crime. But now Forsyth county deputies say vandals 
fired more* bullets through the sign of a Russian orthodox church—and church members say they feel like they’re 
being targeted.

1/18/17                      10/11pm    4:10
Some dressy thieves have been snatching i-phones and i-pads from stores in the metro area...  And have gotten away 
with this crime at least half a dozen times. Police have been able to easily connect the same group to various thefts 
because of their clothing.

1/18/17                      10pm          1:35
Police say he was caught up in a prostitution bust-56 people arrested, including a Gwinnett county assistant district 
attorney. His arrest came during a multi-agency takedown in Dunwoody.Police say two high-end escort services 
were operating out of an apartment across the street from their police station. Fox Five has now confirmed that one 
of the people arrested was Gwinnett county assistant "d-a" Christopher Quinn.

1/18/17                      10/11pm   4:45
Violent criminals ambush a woman pumping gas. And it’s caught on video.
It’s the latest crime caused by thieves and robbers who’ve targeted gas stations around Fulton county.  Police say the 
woman in this case took every safety precaution.

1/18/17                     11pm     2:05
Thousands of dollars worth of h-d televisions – gone, after, police say,  thieves *cut* their way into a Clayton 
county trucking firm. Now -- the company owner is working to prevent anything like this from happening at his 
business again.
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1/19/17                 6pm              1:45
Nine-million dollars worth of drugs in one truck—and a man is behind bars in Fulton county tonight after he took 
"riding dirty" to a whole new level. Atlanta police uncovered the more than two hundred bales of marijuana on 
Monday in a box truck.  The bust could be part of a larger investigation.  

1/19/17                 6pm                    1:20
Three people are dead and two others are hurt, following a police chase that started in Banks county and ended in 
Jackson county. The driver, along with the front passenger and a rear passenger all died at the scene. Medics rushed 
two others to the hospital.

1/19/17                  10pm              2:05
An already terrified neighborhood in the metro -- now faces news of a second sexual predator on the loose. Atlanta 
police say -- the second man attacked women, in the same area--  in the Mechanicsville neighborhood, in southwest 
Atlanta. 

1/20/17              10/11pm            4:30
Homicide investigators in Paulding County have an unusual case on their hands.  A motorcycle rider was shot and 
killed while riding down the road...and investigators think he was targeted. 

1/20/17                     10/11pm       4:45
A triple shooting ends with an arrest... In under five minutes. This all happened in downtown Atlanta!  It came to a 
quick end--because a couple of detectives happened to be in the right place at the right time.

1/21/17                10pm    2:20
One person is dead after being shot at a convenience store. Atlanta officials tell us the the shooting was a deadly end 
to an altercation. 

1/23/17                  10/11pm                4:25
Police call them serial robbers and tonight  we have "new sketches" of the two men police believe are responsible a 
series of armed robberies in metro Atlanta.

1/24/17                 5/6pm               4:10
Police  say  4-year-old Mireida Espinoza-Lemus was grabbed from front yard of her father's house in Norcross and 
forced into a car.The accused kidnapper is the child’s own mother.Tonight -- we've learned Gladis Lemus didn't 
have custody of her daughter -- and has a criminal record. 

1/25/17                5/6/10pm              7:05
A local firefighter becomes the victim of a crime. An armed robber broke into his house and pistol whipped him 
repeatedly.Then the crook took 20 minutes going through his house.

1/25/17                5/6pm    4:15
An Atlanta woman is dealt a double blow. She was robbed in broad daylight by a phone thief,  then someone else 
stole her car. The crooks struck at a gas station near the Georgia Dome, during Sunday's NFC championship game. 

1/25/17           10pm      2:30
A teenage murder suspect, released on bond with an ankle monitor is back in police custody. This time -- Atlanta 
police say-- he was caught breaking into a car. Tonight, many frustrated residents are demanding answers. They 
want to know why the teen was back out on the streets.

1/25/17                   10pm           2:10
A police pursuit through metro Atlanta-- and investigators tell us the person behind the wheel -- was only 14-years-
old.  It all started tonight with a report of a stolen vehicle involved in an armed robbery.
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1/26/17                     5/10pm        3:55
Kimberly Moore is the mother of a former reality star. She was kidnapped from a home on Maplewood drive in 
Dekalb county last night. Her daughter -- former "Love and Hip Hop" cast member Chavante Mack -- told police 
she came home to find the front door open, the back door kicked in and her mother gone. 15 hours later -- Moore 
was found safe, but the kidnappers were still on the run.

1/26/17                   10pm   2:30
Stay alert, and always be aware. That's the warning tonight from Atlanta law enforcment, as -- they say -- the city's 
gang problem is growing at a rapid pace.Tonight, the fulton county d-a's office talked with us about the increasing 
danger and the need to educate the public.

1/26/17                      10pm      1:45
A man shot and killed by an Atlanta police officer in front of the public safety annex in northwest Atlanta  The 
shooting happened in the street in front of the facility that's used by police for impound and evidence storage.  We're 
told no officers were hurt.

1/26/17                   11pm             1:50
An armed robber terrifies employees -- even points a gun to a victim's head -- and then says something unusual as he 
runs away. It's a crime Covington police are trying to solve... before this violent crook strikes again.

1/27/17                 6/10pm                     2:50
An unsettling allegation--a Cobb county woman says a now-former Lyft driver raped her. That accusation landed the 
driver behind bars.

1/27/17              5/6/10pm      7:00
A mother is dead and her young daughter is injured following a high speed chase that ended with a fiery crash.  State 
troopers say the mother and daughter were innocent victims. 

1/27/17               5/6/10pm       6:55
A man wanted for murder in Jacksonville, Florida, is caught in Henry County. And what makes this story all the 
more shocking-- police say the man was driving around with the body inside his car.

1/27/17             10pm                        1:40
Caught on camera--a crew of thieves that has targeted dozens of high end homes. They've been at it for months... 
But finally tonight-- a major break for detectives in what they call “the silver case”. 

1/27/17                    10pm                 3:00
A man who pulled a knife in a newnan restaurant after discovering bacon on his hamburger, will have a long stay in 
prison to think about his dining experience. A judge rocked him with seven years behind bars for his bacon 
brouhaha.

1/27/17                    11pm                2:00
Morrow police are calling one local woman a hero tonight. Investigators say she saw another woman being attacked 
and called police--ultimately helping officers make an arrest.

1/28/17                      10pm             1:40
One person is dead and another injured after a reported shooting in Duluth. Officials tell us it happened at the 
Bridgewater apartments on Ridge Brook Trail. 

1/29/17                    6pm                    2:05
Yet another Fulton county gas station becomes the target of armed robbers.This time it happened in Union City 
Friday night. One of the victim's says four men ambushed customers at the pump all at once.
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1/30/17                    5/6/10pm                           7:40
Each twist and turn of the McIver homicide case sparks more debate.The Buckhead lawyer -- who's admitted to 
killing his wife -- wins concessions on his bond today. Tonight -- for the first time -- we hear a police investigator 
give details about what happened that night and about the early stages of the investigation.

1/30/17                        11pm                 1:50
Police in several metro area communities are on the hunt for a dangerous gunman before he strikes again. In the last 
eight days -- officers tell us -- he's robbed several different businesses at six locations.

1/31/17                             6/10pm         6:10
An investigation into an attack at Hartsfield-Jackson airport. Police tell us passengers sprang into action -- when 
they saw a man attacking an airport officer and grabbing for his gun. But according to investigators, this wasn't the 
suspect's first trip to the airport. Airport police say he was there just two days before -- asking questions and scoping 
out the scene.

1/31/17                               10/11pm            3:30
Police are searching for some men, who -- officers say -- are possible serial robbers. Sandy Springs investigators tell 
us the men ambushed a husband and wife outside their home and ripped a necklace of the Virgin Mary right off the 
woman's neck. Police believe these robbers are targeting people in one part of metro Atlanta.

02/01/17                      5/6/10pm                    6:00
A terrifying discovery -- a mother and her children were playing at a park when they stumbled across a body. They 
say the man was tied up and gagged. It happened at Mosley Park in Atlanta Friday afternoon.

02/01/17                      10/11pm                      4:15
Robbers ambush a popular late night hot-spot, terrorizing workers while stealing all their cash. It happened Monday 
night at Mama’s Cocina Latina on Piedmont Road. The restaurant is open all night and staff says a couple of Atlanta 
police officers had just walked out when two dangerous men stormed in.

02/02/17                     5/6pm                5:25
9-year-old Isaiah ward was walking on the sidewalk with his big brother and a friend when a man who was high on 
heroin hit and killed him. The crash seriously injured the two other boys. It happened nearly a year ago on Josep E. 
Boone Boulevard in northwest Atlanta. Now the man behind the wheel is headed to prison. 

02/02/17                          5/6pm                  5:00
Thieves target an elderly woman and her 7-year-old great granddaughter at an Atlanta gas station.  The thieves 
grabbed the grandma's purse while the little girl sat inside. When she hopped out of the car to tell her grandma, the 
thieves made off with the car.

02/03/17                10pm      2:35
Atlanta police are searching for some dangerous serial robbers. Officers tell us these men have held up several 
businesses in Buckhead and northeast Atlanta--terrorizing employees.Just a couple of days ago -- officers say these 
same men held up the popular Mama's Restaurant.

02/03/17             5/6/10pm     6:20
A Lithonia family is seeking answers in the murder of their son. Neighborhood children discovered the man's body 
in a city of Atlanta park. The family says the 22-year-old -- Cory Roberts -- had been in some trouble before, but 
never anything so serious, that would lead to a fatal fight.

02/03/17               5/6/10pm                   5:00
Classes canceled today at a Newnan elementary school. Authorities say-- it was a precaution after a man threatened 
a teacher's life. Tonight, that man is in custody after his arrest in Alabama.
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02/04/17                         10pm            2:15
In northeast Atlanta, a man was shot dead in a field -- and a trail of bullets was left all over a neighborhood. It 
happened near the Edgewood court apartments. Police are still scouring the area. 

02/06/17                    5pm                 1:50
In northwest Atlanta, police are investigating a deadly double shooting. Neighbors who heard the gunshots say it 
sounded like a gun war. The shooting ended with one man dead on Delmar Lane. Another man was rushed into 
surgery.

02/06/17                       6pm              1:25
Police say a man has hit Walmarts in Woodstock, Griffin, and now Villa Rica and they don't believe he's going to 
stop until he's caught. The man walks into Walmart stores and when employees aren't by the cash register, he grabs 
the cash drawer and runs out.

02/06/17                         6pm                1:50
The man accused of shooting and killing two people in a Walmart parking lot is now behind bars. 
We've learned that De-anthony Ealey turned himself in earlier today. Police believe he shot and killed Aaliyah 
Royal and Cameron Woods on January 13-th -- in the parking lot of the Walmart on Highway 85.

02/06/17                     6pm              2:05
A former Gwinnett county police officer is now charged with vehicular homicide. According to investigators Scott 
York was driving 97 miles-per-hour on his way to a call. He had his lights and sirens on when he swerved to avoid a 
car -- went up on a curve and hit two teenagers. One of them died yesterday. 

02/07/17                       5pm                 2:05
Roswell police are on the hunt for a killer tonight after a 17 year old was gunned down  at an apartment complex on 
Saratoga Drive. Kobe Williams died at the scene.

02/06/17                      10/11pm             4:45
Authorities have released secretly recorded video of a man who police are calling a fake immigration attorney who 
stole tens of thousands of dollars from people. We first told you about the case last week on fox five news at ten. 
Since then, Gwinnett county investigators say they've heard from many more victims.

02/06/17                       10/11pm    3:50
Kidnapped from his driveway in Sandy springs, robbed, then forced to take out more cash from a nearby ATM. 
Tonight a local man is re-living his terrifying ordeal, as police search for a dangerous criminal.

02/06/17                  11pm                 2:05
The search is on for a man wanted in connection with a deadly shooting. The victim--a 16-year-old girl. It happened 
last week in southwest Atlanta.

02/07/17                  11pm                        2:20
In Troup County--a pair of murder suspects wanted in both Alabama and Blorida were involved in a standoff with 
police for hours. When it ended, one person was dead, another was arrested.

02/07/17                      11pm            1:50
Carrollton police say, in the past few days, they've had several reports of a flasher. Tonight, they're trying to figure 
out who's doing this and if there's more than one flasher involved. Ppolice have video of one man and the car he's in.

02/08/17                  5/6/11pm                          5:45
A shootout at the Rolling Bend apartments put one man in the hospital with a gunshot wound. Police are 
interviewing him while other officers are trying to find more people who were involved in the shootout. The 
apartments are on Center Street and Hightower road, right next to a community center that was full of children. 
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02/08/17                           5pm                        2:20
The scene of this shoot-out is near several schools. Students at six elementary, middle, and high schools who live 
near the scene have been kept at school because of the dangerous situation. 

02/09/17                         5/6/10pm                       5:35
Clarkston police released sketches of two of the three men that police say invaded a home and terrorized a family. 
Police say one of the men forced a sixteen year old, who was in the home, into another room and sexually battered 
her. Police say the other two men beat the adult male in the home and robbed him. 

02/09/17                        5/6pm                  3:35
In downtown Atlanta, investigators are trying to determine how a woman got her hands on a security officer's 
weapon, causing that gun to go off inside a federal building. Federal sources say it happened yesterday inside the 
Sam Nunn federal building in downtown.

02/09/17                  11pm            2:40
The search is on for one of the people police say is responsible for a violent home invasion in palmetto. Police say 
the person they’re looking for has some pretty distinctive qualities.

02/10/17                       5/6pm                       5:05
It seems like every night we've told you about crime in Atlanta. We've reported on carjackings and brutal beatings at 
gas stations. Plus violent murders across the city. And earlier this week -- families scrambled for cover after a 
shootout near an apartment complex and a community center. Sadly, our city has a reputation, for crime... And all 
too often, the offenders are young. Today -- Atlanta's new police chief laid out her plans to stop the crime and get 
those offenders off the streets.

02/10/17                      10pm                 2:15
Police are trying to find the shooter or shooters involved in the murder of a man in northwest Atlanta.  The man was 
found shot to death in a car in the parking lot of the Sierra Ridge apartment complex. 

02/13/17                      5pm           2:20
Within the last hour police have arrested one of the men wanted in a violent home invasion where shots were  fired 
at the homeowner. Demarco Parham faces a list of charges including home invasion, armed robbery and aggravated 
assault. Police say the owner of a home on Hunters Trace circle got a wake up call  from his home security system.  
He went to investigate -- and that's when one of the suspects fired at him and took off in his jeep. 

02/13/17                       10/11pm                4:00
Parents are outraged after thieves broke into a local ball field. The crooks were caught on camera racking up undreds 
of dollars in stolen property and damages. It happened sunday around lunch time at Union Park in Temple.

02/13/17                     10/11pm                    4:40
A grandmother is devastated, after -- she says -- one woman distracted her talking about cards, while another 
reached into her purse and stole her wallet. This woman tells us the bold thieves even used the card while she was 
still in the store shopping. Police believe the thieves hit more than one store.

02/13/17                     10/11pm                         3:55
They work to protect you. But that's not stopping thieves from targeting them. The personal vehicles of firefighters 
were broken into over the weekend across three counties. 

02/14/17                         5/6/10pm            6:55
A Marietta couple sits in jail accused in a horrific case of child abuse. Their 21-month-old son is in the hospital in 
critical condition. Police say their investigation reveals he was physically abused so badly that he was taken to the 
hospital -- unresponsive. Shomari Holmes and Chantelle Driver now face charges of abuse.
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02/14/17                   5/6/10pm           6:05
In Whitfield county, a firefighter has been arrested for allegedly sexually abusing three girls who were just 10, 11, 
and 12 years old. But what makes this story even more shocking is that William White worked as a member of the 
Whitfield fire clown posse. The firefighters dress as clowns and go to schools to teach kids about fire safety.

02/14/17                     10/11pm             3:55
Police say a brother's life of crime has led a family to lose two sons -- one to gunfire, the other, to the law. 
Tonight -- two men are charged in the murder of a 17-year-old boy found dead at an apartment complex on Saratoga 
drive. Police say one of those men was the victim's brother. Officers also said the 17-year-old was not the intended 
target. 

02/14/17                      10/11pm           3:55
High end cars, hundreds of thousands of dollars, and computers were seized in an illegal gambIng raid. Three people 
are in jail after what police are calling a "substantial organized crime investigation". The raids took place at two 
convenience stores in Cobb County and a home in Douglas County. 

02/15/17                           5/6/11pm                               5:30
A wild police chase caught on camera: a woman fled from police going more than 120 miles an hour. She managed 
to avoid officers through Coweta county and onto I-85 in south Fulton county. But she couldn't avoid the pit 
maneuver that put an end to the case.

02/15/17                                      5/6pm                  5:00
A plea for justice for two children shot to death inside their own home. 15-year-old Daveon Coates and his 11-year-
old sister Tatiyana were killed last October during a home invasion. Now four months later -- police are still looking 
for their killer. This case has become so personal to the department that the police chief is now making an appeal to 
you for help finding the murders.

02/15/17                  10/11pm                  4:40
Kidnapped, sexually assaulted and murdered--now prosecutors plan to seek the death penalty for the man they say 
killed Heather Davidson back in 1999. The case of the murdered Clayton county exotic dancer had gone cold until 
investigators made an arrest nearly two years ago.

02/15/17                               11pm                 1:50
A gunbattle broke out in the middle of a liquor store. Video shows the shoot-out at Happy's Package store" in 
DeKalb county. Police say a masked man armed with a gun tried to rob the place but the clerk had his own gun and 
fired off several rounds, hitting and killing the masked man.

02/16/17                       5/11pm                 4:05
An anonymous tip led authorities to a suspected dog fighting ring in Troup county. Officers seized a dozen dogs 
from two different properties.

02/16/17                 10/11pm                   4:00
This is pretty low, even for a criminal. Gainesville police want to find the person who stole a boy scout trailer from a 
church parking lot.  The trailer belongs to troop 215 in Gainesville. 

02/16/17                      11pm                 2:00
He stole from his employer, quit and then asked for his job back. When Elijah Thompson showed up for work, 
officers were waiting for him –warrants in hand. Now police need help catching his partners-in-crime.

02/17/17                                  6/10/11pm              7:30
In Polk County, a 73-year old man and his 55-year old wife died in their burning home. Their badly-burned daughter 
is now recovering in the hospital. And authorities say, this may be a case of arson and they’re looking for a person 
of interest.
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02/17/17                                 10/11pm                4:30
A wild high speed chase ended in a dramatic arrest -- and it's all captured on police video. Deputies say the 
desperate driver of a stolen car crashed and then tried to run from the fiery scene.

02/18/17                         6pm                 1:35
The search is on for a group of bold burglars who kicked their way into a Dekalb county home. The crooks made off 
with several electronics. And the crime was all caught on camera.

02/18/17                      6/10pm                 4:05
Who shot a mother of two in the face? Thats the question College Park police are trying to answer tonight. Police 
say someone fired at 25-year old Jazzy Kuykendall. And after days in the hospital she passed away. Her brother is in 
jail, facing charges--but police say they're investigating more people in this ordeal.

02//19/17                             6/10pm         4:00
Members of a Stone Mountain church arrived at church this morning to learn their place of worship had been broken 
into and tens of thousands of dollars in music equipment stolen -- Including a keyboard belonging to a grammy 
nominated artist.

02/20/17                             5/10/11pm    4:20
An all-day manhunt by Clayton county police who are searching for Gary Bonner after a  shooting at the South Side 
Inn on Old Dixie Highway. The victim was shot five times and is now in critical condition.

02/20/17                             10/11pm            4:15
A Stockbridge clerk says he reacted without really thinking about any potential life or death consequences. He 
snatched a loaded pistol out of the hands of a dangerous robber. Now,  Henry County police are sharing pictures of 
the slippery handed crook... hoping to get him behind bars before he strikes again.

02/21/17                         5/6/10pm                                  6:35
Seven Georgia law enforcement officers were shot and killed in the line of duty last year. That's according to the 
Officer Down Memorial Page--a non-profit organization. That number is a sharp increase from 2015 when Georgia 
lost just one officer to gunfire. But now, state lawmakers have filed legislation to institute tougher penalties for 
violence against law enforcement and the bill even takes aim at juvenile offenders.  

02/21/17                5/6pm                         3:25
Thieves used hammers to smash their way into the glass cases of a Covington pawn shop. Then, they grabbed guns 
and took off. But they weren't counting on surveillance cameras catching the burglary and their faces on video. 

02/21/17                   5/6pm                        4:30
Police have just released video of violent robbers who shot a store owner in the chest. Cameras captured the 
moments before they pulled out a gun -- pointed at the owner -- and fired a shot. The bullet hit the owner in the 
chest. The robbers grabbed the cash then ran away. This all happened at the Donnelly food store in southwest 
Atlanta.

02/21/17                              10/11pm                  4:10
Stolen guns are a big problem in our area. And Atlanta police say stolen and illegal guns put you in danger. Officers 
got quite a few of those guns off the streets in a recent bust, but say a lot of these dangerous weapons are still out 
there.

02/21/17                           10/11pm                4:20
Atlanta police say they've taken a bite out of crime. It comes in response to midtown residents who for months 
demanded change. Now, more than a year later Atlanta police say their streets have seen the largest reduction in 
crime.
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02/22/17                       5/6pm                  2:30
Police release dash cam video of a police chase and crash in Clayton county. The chase reached speeds up to 120 
miles an hour and the driver repeatedly hit a police cruiser. It all started when officers tried to stop a car that came 
up as stolen out of DeKalb county. But the driver refused to pull over -- and officers started chasing him. 

02/22/17                        5/6pm           5:25
We often tell you about crimes that happen to shoppers in parking lots outside of stores -- but this woman was 
attacked inside the store - while she shopped. But surveillance cameras were rolling and captured video of the man. 
Still images give us a good look at the man's face. He's accused of assaulting that woman at the Mcdonough 
Walmart. 

02/22/17                            10pm       1:45
Clayton County police say two men murdered a mother and father in cold blood. What’s even more disturbing, 
police say children were in the home during the terrible ordeal. Investigators are still piecing together why the man 
and woman were killed early Monday morning at their home off  Chester Lane. 

02/22/17                  10pm             1:45
A street in southwest Atlanta is back open tonight…it was shut down after one person was shot in the area. The 
shooting happened outside the Metro PCS store on Ralph David Abernathy Boulevard. 

02/23/17                       5/6/11pm          4:45
Terrifying moments for a pair of sisters who just stopped to get something to eat. The sisters went through the drive-
thru of the Steak ‘N Shake in Newnan on Sunday night. They pulled in to a parking spot to eat -- and that's when 
three men appeared and pointed a gun a their heads -- and demanded their car.

02/23/17                     5/6/11pm                  6:15
Tara Grinstead was a south Georgia high school teacher and beauty queen. She vanished from her home in October 
2005. She left behind her keys, purse, and phone. Her disappearance grabbed national attention and the case never 
went cold. Finally -- after all of this time  -- GBI agents say the case is solved. They’ve arrested Ryan Duke, who's a 
former student at the school where Grinstead taught. 

02/23/17                       11pm          2:15
New video... that might help catch a killer. Police want everyone to take a look at this video, hoping someone will 
recognize the guy. He's wanted in the death of a young father of two who was shot in northwest Atlanta. 

02/23/17                          11pm        2:15
Police say they are looking into threats against the leader of a metro atlanta school district. The head of the DeKalb 
county schools says there's a criminal investigation into threats against him and his entire family.

02/24/17                      6/10pm                     3:30
In Butts County, a drug investigation has turned into a death investigation.. after deputies went to serve a narcotics-
related warrant on a home. What happened next left one man dead, and the GBI investigating.

02/24/17                  6/10pm                          4:45
Newly-released surveillance video capturing the moments of a deadly police shooting. Deaundre Phillips was shot 
and killed that night by an atlanta police officer just outside of the public safety annex. The Fulton county district 
attorney's office just released this footage today after weeks of public demand for justice and transparency in the 
case.

02/25/17                             10pm                   2:15
A gruesome discovery at an apartment complex in southwest Atlanta--two bodies were discovered in the back seat 
of a car. Atlanta police tell us the bodies of a man and woman were found around 1 o'clock this afternoon.
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02/26/17                          10/11pm                              3:40
Co-workers of a Spalding county woman are grieving tonight.. after she was found dead in her home. Deputies 
arrested her husband and charged him with her murder.

02/26/17                           11pm                             2:15
A motorist is hospitalized after an officer involved shooting. The incident happened late Saturday night near the 
Georgia Dome. The GBI is currently investigating what happened.

02/27/17              5/6pm                    4:10
Police say she's cheated would be homebuyers out of thousands of dollars  by listing properties online she isn't 
authorized to sell—then taking money from people interested in purchasing the properties.

02/28/17                6/10pm        5:00
One of the officers involved in the deadly shooting of a man outside the Atlanta police safety annex is now accused 
of assaulting someone at a bar. 

02/28/17                             11pm        1:45
A woman in northwest Atlanta says her house has been broken into half a dozen times. And now she says the crooks 
have found a way around her security system. 

02/28/17                        11pm                   1:50
They were talking about gas station and other crime tonight in South Fulton County. It was a gathering of local 
HOA's and the Fulton County Police meeting to find ways to decrease crime and increase community involvement 
and safety. One topic of concern, slider crimes, the robberies and burglaries at gas stations.

03/01/17                                   10pm           1:55
Police say criminals are using a new tactic to steal cars from metro gas pumps—and it depends on the kindness of 
others. It all starts with a decoy: something like a jacket or a purse intentionally dropped in an attempt to lure a 
customer away from his or her car.  

03/01/17                           10pm              5:15
For weeks now we've been telling you about the spike in crime, especially at the gas pump. And we wanted to know 
who was behind it. Atlanta police say the majority of these crimes are being committed by gang members. Fox 
five's Nathalie Pozo got a rare and exclusive look inside the atlanta police gang unit and what it’s doing to deal with 
this growing problem. 

03/01/17                       10/11pm     4:25
A scare on the silver comet trail. Police responded to reports of a man waving a rifle and ended up shooting that 
man. Witnesses on the popular trail in Paulding county tell us they were terrified.

03/02/17                             5/6/10pm                             5:20
A man sits in jail accused of threatening to kill staff members of Georgia congressman and civil rights leader, John 
Lewis. The FBI arrested Dante Rosser for threatening to assault a united states official. Agents say over two days 
last month -- he called the congressman's staff 46 times. Fulton county police tell us Rosser has an extensive 
criminal history dating back more than 25 years.

03/02/17                        10pm                   2:30
Police call it an elaborate heist—to steal about 100-thousand dollars worth of high end handbags. Gwinnett county 
police say the suspects were pros--they were disguised as construction workers when they walked inside sugarloaf 
mills mall pretending to be on a job.

03/03/17                     5/6/7pm                   6:00
A group of thieves may have set their sights a little too high when they tried to pull off a copper heist at Alpharetta's 
Avalon development. The thieves rolled onto the property in u-haul vans -- hoping to get away with spools of 
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copper. But they forgot to calculate one thing: that development is highly patrolled -- and located right next to police 
headquarters. 

03/03/17                         5/6/10pm         7:50
We have a warning about a man who Cherokee county deputies say is impersonating a police officer. Authorities 
say Brian Weikel used blue lights to pull a driver over on Highway 92 at Bells Ferry Road. Another driver thought 
something looked suspicious - and called police. Deputies arrested Weikel -- and they don't think this is the only 
time he pretended to be an officer. 

03/03/17                       11pm           2:15
In DeKalb County, a 50-year old man founded murdered inside his pick-up truck after answering an online ad. It 
happened this afternoon in a quiet neighborhood in Stone Mountain.

03/04/17                 10pm         2:15
A neighborhood is outraged that a mother was the target of a brutal murder. Woodstock police say her children 
made the terrible discovery. And her boyfriend is behind bars for the crime. 

03/05/17               6/10/11pm    5:05
An attempted robbery leads to a brawl between a woman and a would-be thief in Gwinnett county. Police say the 
crook ran off after the fight outside an I-Hop in Lawrenceville.

03/06/17                         5/6pm                4;10
Thanks to alert citizens, a suspected robber is behind bars. 
He robbed the Kroger in Fayetteville this morning. When police arrived- people in the parking lot gave them the 
make and model of the car he took off in. A short time later a detective spotted him. 

03/06/17                         5/6pm                   5:15
Scary moments for a Buckhead family when their surveillance cameras captured a prowler sneaking around their 
home. This isn't the first time this has happened -- or even the second. This is the  fifth time it's happened. But 
because they have surveillance cameras -- the family has evidence to give to police.

03/06/17                             5/6/10pm                     6:25
A robber learns an Acworth subway restaurant isn't an easy mark. A clerk at the store pulled out a gun and shot him. 
It happened at the restaurant off Acworth Oaks Drive. The bullet hit the suspect -- and doctors rushed him into 
surgery.

03/06/17                       10/11pm               4:00
A DeKalb County police officer finds himself on the wrong side of the law-- charged with stealing from a crime 
scene. He was ordered to secure the scene but investigators said he used that opportunity to pocket cash.

03/07/17                      5/6/10/11pm                7:35
A great-grandmother was just trying to buy groceries when a woman brutally attacked and beat her. She says that  
woman repeatedly punched her -- leaving her with black eyes and bruises. It happened at the Walmart on Howell 
Mill Road in Atlanta.

03/07/17                      5/6/10pm              5:55
A would-be burglar is dead tonight after police say a homeowner opened fire on the man as he tried to break into his 
home. According to police, it all happened in broad daylight at a house on Birch Circle in Riverdale.

03/07/17                                   5/6pm            3:55
A Dawson County mother faces charges of cruelty to children tonight. Authorities say Amy King intentionally failed 
to get medical help for her 18-month-old son -- and caused him excessive pain to by lancing blisters that were on his 
hands and feet. They also arrested King's boyfriend who-police say—injured the child so badly the little boy was 
left with broken bones. 
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03/07/17                          10/11pm          4:30
Half a dozen grab-and-go robberies, in a span of just two weeks. Tonight -- several police agencies are searching for 
the man behind this crime spree. Investigators say the crook has hit convenience stores across several counties and 
that the robberies are all very similar.

03/07/17                        10/11pm           3:55
Police say a man lured, beat and raped a woman who had simply asked for directions.  Tonight police are warning 
people to be on high alert and they hope someone will recognize the man in this sketch.

03/08/17                       5/6/11pm                         5:50
It's called "sliding"--when a crook slips into someone's car while they aren't looking and drives away.
And the problem has gotten so bad, one Fulton county lawmaker wants to change state law to now define "sliding" 
as carjacking. That change would also come with increased penalties for repeat offenders.  

03/08/17                       5/6pm               5:10
Sandy Springs police and the FBI say Kendric Roberts held eight women against their will at a million dollar house 
of horrors. They say he lured them with the promise of work in the modeling industry.
But the woman who called 9-1-1 said she was trapped in this house on Strauss lane -- just off Nesbit Ferry Road. 
She says when she wanted to leave -- Roberts threatened to killed her. 

03/08/17                    6pm             1:45
An officers act of kindness gets a drug dealer off the street. A Rabun County deputy noticed a homeless man, and 
went up to talk to him. The deputy took the man to get some food, and talking  over burgers.. the homeless man 
tipped police officer something he'd been noticing-a drug dealer making sells at a nearby restaurant.

03/08/17                11pm                     1:55
A family's carport, scorched by flames -- and three vehicles badly damaged... After someone intentionally set fire to 
the property, according to Gwinnett county police. Tonight -- authorities are on the hunt for the arsonist.

03/08/17                         11pm                      1:30
A swat standoff in Covington comes to an end. Police tell us an armed man had been holed up inside a house for 
hours--after they say they spotted him with guns and drugs. Tonight 3 people are in custody.

03/09/17                 11pm                        1:50
Terrifying moments for a flower delivery truck driver -- who says she was ambushed by thieves while traveling her 
route. The crooks hijacked her van  just as she was on the way to make a delivery.

03/10/17                 10pm     2:30
Either it was a top secret assignment or a big fat lie.   Tonight, Doraville police say it was the latter.  It all started 
with a traffic stop on Buford Highway.  But police say it's what Jeffrey Schultz said during that stop, that landed him 
in cuffs.

03/11/17                      10pm        2:10
A store robbery in DeKalb county sends employees and a customer scrambling for cover. Police say the group hid in 
a storage room at a CVS while this masked man stole two cash registers. Now officers need your help tracking him 
down.

03/11/17                     10pm       2:10
A quiet neighborhood is shaken by gunfire. A teenager is now dead and Gwinnett police are searching for answers 
into why someone gunned down a resident in a subdivision right outside Loganville.

03/12/17                                11pm                         1:45
A northeast Atlanta community is increasing security after another deadly shooting. We're talking about the 
Edgewood court apartments where, police say, someone shot and killed a teenager Thursday during an argument.
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03/13/17                              5/6pm    3:40
Henry county police have a warning for drivers.. even if you're getting a gas at a highly populated area, that doesn't 
mean your safe. A thief is breaking into cars... And no one nearby seems to notice. Christy Hutchings with news 
radio 1067 shows us how he's doing it, and why police stress locking your car doors at the pump.

03/13/17               10/11pm            3:55
Car windows smashed in-we've heard this one before right? But this time, the vehicles were police cars. Police say 
sometime in the morning a man smashed the windows of more than half a dozen patrol cars—causing thousands of 
dollars in damage.

03/13/17                 10/11pm    4:45
A local grandmother was robbed at gunpoint at a Buckhead mall. But, police say technology in the stolen car helped 
them make a quick arrest. 

03/13/17                    11pm                  1:45
A man is behind bars tonight after walking around naked at a church while children were in class.
The crime happened Friday at a private school in DeKalb County. A school supervisor says he has been chasing this 
man off the property for two years.

03/14/17               10/11pm      3:40
Glass litters the ground outside an East Point fire station, where three firefighter's cars were vandalized. It happened 
overnight in the parking lot of  Fire Station four on Ben Hill Drive.

03/14/17                     11pm                         1:45
Cameras are everywhere. If you commit a crime, there's a good chance someone is watching.
Police in Duluth want to add dozens more of these cameras to catch the bad guys. But, they need *your* help.

03/15/17                 5pm            2:45
Two men are now behind bars, accused of robbing a Coweta county Waffle House in December. Police believe the 
pair is also behind a series of other Waffle House robberies across metro Atlanta. Tonight -- Detrick Green and 
Spencer Williams face armed robbery charges. Police say the men left traces of dna at the crime scene which helped 
lead to the arrests.

03/15/17                   5/6pm            4/10:25
It's called "sliding"--when a crook slips into someone's car while they aren't looking and drives away.
Earlier this year -- we told you about slider crimes in Fulton County happening at least once a week. 
The county formed a task force -- and in recent weeks -- the problem has gotten better.

03/15/17                  5/6pm                    3:50
Alarms and surveillance cameras aren't stopping burglars who are hitting local cell phone stores.
Henry county police say the bad guys are ripping them out and taking them. One thief had a close call with officers 
who were investigating a break-in.

03/15/17                           5/6pm                      6:00
A horrifying crime at a clothing store -- a woman says a man tried to film her while she was in a dressing room. She 
confronted the man and was able to snap a photo of  him before he ran out the store. 

03/15/17                  10/11pm             4:05
Gwinnett police say they are looking for a con man. They tell us he poses as a tree cutter and even starts the job. But 
before he finishes, he disappears with their money. Police say he's done this to a number of people.

03/15/17                           11pm                   1:30
A group of neighbors say they are fed up with crime on Atlanta's west side and they plan to take matters into their 
own hands. They call themselves "street groomers” and they believe they can stop violent crime.
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03/16/17              6/10/11pm          5:05
Shattered glass... Damaged cars... And missing valuables --That was what firefighters at three Forsyth county fire 
stations woke up to find this morning. Police tell us thieves targeted firefighters' vehicles while they slept--and now 
-- authorities say they're taking action, to prevent this from happening again.

03/16/17                  6/10pm   6:05
New developments tonight in the case of the Buckhead lawyer who shot and killed his wife as they rode in her SUV. 
Tex McIver admits he shot his wife, Diane, last year. He claims it was a tragic accident.  But prosecutors charged 
him with involuntary manslaughter and reckless conduct. Tonight -- we've learned the district attorney has launched 
a new investigation -- and has sent the McIver’s SUV for special testing.

03/16/17              6/10pm      3:50
Frightening moments for a Marietta woman after two men armed with guns forced their way into her apartment. 
Their faces were covered and they were wearing gloves. One of them pointed the gun at her -- while the other 
searched her apartment.

03/16/17                    10/11pm                  4:15
A 15-year-old boy, charged with peeping tom.  Police say he was spying on girls through the bathroom ceiling of a 
local high school.

03/17/17                          5/6pm                  3:40
In southwest Atlanta, four people have been shot outside of West End mall on Oak Street. Atlanta police are 
searching for a white s-u-v believed to be involved the shooting. Investigators believe gang activity and drugs may 
be to blame. Witnesses reported seeing some kind of transaction take place before shots were fired.

03/17/17                5/6/10/11pm           7:00
A horrifying story -- an 11-year-old girl finds her mother murdered -- on the bathroom floor of her home. Atlanta 
police say the mother had marks all over her body -- including on her neck. Tonight -- police are interviewing the 
mother's boyfriend.

03/17/17                       5/6pm              3:50
In DeKalb County,  police say a man walked into a restaurant and stabbed his co-worker over and over Police say 
the suspect stabbed the victim nearly a dozen times -- with a boning knife. This all happened at the Pallokaville 
restaurant in Avondale Estates.

03/17/17                              5/6/10/11pm                   7:35
Thieves hit Forsyth county firefighter stations ... Again. This is the second time in just two days.  Wednesday night -
- crooks hit firefighters at three different stations. And just this morning -- thieves hit fire station one on castleberry 
industrial drive in Cumming. But this time firefighters were ready—they’ve stopped locking their cars to thwart the 
thieves. 

03/17/17                         10/11pm               4:45
A small town is terrified after a woman was brutally shot and killed in broad daylight.  It happened at around five at 
the Ingles grocery store in Auburn. The GBI says a gunman shot the woman then drove off.

03/17/17                         10/11pm                  4:15
Atlanta police are looking for the man they say is connected to 10 armed robberies across the city. And believe he 
may strike again if they don't get him first.  Investigators say the crook is not only pointing a gun at his victims and 
stealing cars, but actually opening fire.

03/18/17                     10p                         1:30
Police say there could be more arrests and more charges in a major gambling bust in Gwinnett County. 
Police tell Fox 5... the suspects ran a local gift shop but used their store as  a *front* for sports betting on NBA 
games.
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03/19/17                     10p                           1:30
FOX 5 has learned the woman murdered in an ingles parking lot in auburn was A beloved educator at auburn 
Elementary school. Investigators say her husband, Darrin Russell shot & killed her Friday.  His first court 
appearance is scheduled for tomorrow while staff at the Elementary School prepare for students returning to school 
for the first time since the tragic incident.

03/19/17                   10p/11p                    3:00
Heartbreak in a southwest Atlanta community tonight. Dozens gathered to remember a 31-year-old mother whose 
body was found by her 11-year-old daughter. 

03/20/17                     5/6/10/11               7:30
A woman is found dead and another is critically injured. This is all happening at the Homewood Suites on Davis 
drive in Alpharetta. Hotel management asked police to do a welfare check -- and found one woman dead -- and the 
other injured.  

03/20/17                    5p/6p                   2:30
The man accused of killing his wife in an ingles parking lot appeared before a barrow county judge this afternoon.
Authorities have charged 50 year old Darrin Russell with one count of murder for allegedly killing his wife-- a 
popular auburn elementary school coach.

03/20/17                  5p/6p                      4:00
Caught on camera -- prowlers at a Buckhead home.  And this isn't the first time the house has been targeted. 
Now they're showing the video to warn neighbors. 

03/20/17                 10p/11p                  3:00
New video tonight, of a cunning criminal -- *cutting a hole in the wall* of a Fulton County business to get inside.
Employees tell fox five that four businesses were hit by these thieves -- and that the crooks left behind a lot of 
damage. One of the business managers says the crook knew *exactly* what he was doing.

03/20/17              6p/10p                   4:00
A disturbing video on social media lands a teenager behind bars. The Gordon county sheriff's office tells us the 
video shows 19-year-old Alyssa Duvall, beating her dog with a frying pan.

03/21/17               5p/6/10p                   5:00
Pickens county deputies have released the dash cam video from an overnight deputy-involved shooting.
You *hear* a deputy ordering 54-year-old Gary Castle to drop the large metal pipe that he was armed with, as he 
charged the deputy.
Castle refused... And the deputy fired -- hitting castle twice.

03/21/17               5p/6p                    3:10
It was a close call in Coweta County over the weekend. Investigators say a man on drugs became paranoid and 
thought that people were trying to shoot at him. Of course, that wasn't actually happening but the man began 
ramming his truck into cars, and shooting at businesses.
 
03/21/17             10p/11p                      3:00
Atlanta police are on the hunt for the gunman who shot and killed a 22-year-old man. This, just after Atlanta’s top 
cop said that the city has not seen a homicide in one month.

03/21/17             10p/11p                        3:00
Atlanta police are looking for a crew of violent robbers who jumped out of a car wearing ski masks carrying long 
guns. The witnesses tells us these thieves were calm and fast.

03/22/17               5p/6p                      2:00
The GBI is investigating a shooting involving an off-duty Fulton county police officer. The officer shot and 
wounded a suspect at the intersection of Cleveland Avenue and old Hapeville.
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03/22/17              5p/6p                    2:50
A heartbreaking story out of DeKalb County -- where a mother and daughter were found shot to death inside their 
home on parkway trail early this morning. What makes this story even more tragic -- the younger woman's 8-month-
old daughter was inside the home during the murders.  Amazingly, the child wasn't injured.

03/22/17                 5p/6p                        4:00
A Gwinnett county woman is now charged in the death of her 23-month old granddaughter. Police say the 
grandmother struck the toddler as she backed out of the driveway of the little girl's home on memory lane. 

03/22/17                5p/6/10p                       4:45
He's a grown man. He weighs 300 pounds. And tonight he's accused of head-butting his baby. Coweta county 
sheriff's deputies say Cory Booth head-butted his 3-month-old daughter.  Deputies say that head-butt fractured the 
baby girl's skull.

03/22/17                10p/11p                          3:00
Police say he's armed, violent and could attack at any moment. Tonight, the search is on for a robber and a sexual 
predator who ambushes women in public. We're talking about an extremely dangerous man... And police say they 
want him off the streets immediately. He's hit twice in a matter of days... And in the most recent case, police say he 
even assaulted a woman in front of her boyfriend.

03/22/17                  10p/11p                          3:00
It was a special delivery... Packaged with love. Unfortunately, police say the sender sent the stash of birthday weed 
to the wrong home. 20 large bags to be exact.

3/22/17                    10p/11p                        3:00
This man is now behind bars, after -- police say -- he assaulted a group of middle school-aged kids in Decatur.
Officials tell us his partner is still on the run tonight. Investigators are working to identify the second man, who -- 
officers tell us -- robbed the kids of a phone and bookbag.

3/23/17                    5p/6p                             4:10
Sandy springs police arrested Kendrick Roberts earlier this month after a woman called 9-1-1 saying she and 7 other 
women were being held against their will. Officers rushed to this million dollar home in sandy springs where the 
woman said she was being held captive. Police removed evidence and charged Roberts with a list of crimes 
including human trafficking.

03/23/17                   5p/6p/10p/11p                           5:00
Right now -- police are looking for the person who shot a Cobb County teenager.  Police found the teen shot in the 
area of Clairsbrook lane in Kennesaw this morning. Now officers are canvassing the area looking for clues. 

03/23/17                    6p/10p                             3:30
A heart wrenching story. This four year old is beaten and killed... All because investigators say he couldn't count to 
15. Tonight his mother and stepfather are behind bars charged with child cruelty. The step-father... Is accused of 
beating the toddler and the mother allegedly didn't do anything to stop it.

03/23/17                    11p                              1:40
It's has happened again.. thieves have broken into vehicles at local fire stations.. This time at seven fire stations in 
Coweta county, Newnan, and Peachtree city.. 5's george franco joins us live at fire station 12 in Coweta county.. one 
of the stations hit.. and george, do police think these are connected to break-ins at stations in other parts of metro 
Atlanta? 

03/24/17                     5p/6p                           4:10
Douglas County authorities have issued warrants for two metro atlanta women who they say committed insurance 
fraud by filing false automobile insurance claims. The state department of insurance says the women cheated two 
insurance companies out of 21-thousand dollars.  Fox five's Nathalie Pozo tells us why these types of scams also 
impact insurance paying citizens.
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03/24/17                     10p/11p                        3:00
Developing right now-- he's accused of making bomb threats against Jewish centers all around the world.
Now, fox five has confirmed that the same 19-year-old is charged in eight separate swatting cases in Athens.
The teen was arrested yesterday in Israel.

03/27/17                       5p/6p                         3:40
A DeKalb county jury convicted 17-year-old Yosif Elhmadi of aggravated assault and armed robery. The judge put 
an ankle monitor on him and gave him a week to get things together before he headed to prison. But over the 
weekend-- Yosif cut off that ankle monitor and disappeared.

03/27/17                      5p/6p                            4:00
A 9-1-1 call from a woman being held at gunpoint ends with a shooting involving five Atlanta police officers. 
The officers say a man armed with a rifle -- fired at them while they responded to the 9-1-1 call from an apartment 
complex in southwest Atlanta.

03/27/17                     6p                           1:45
A DeKalb county woman is heartbroken, after someone took her eight year old Yorkie right out of her yard.  The 
theft was all caught on camera She begs whoever has spider to bring him back. Christy Hutchings with news radio 
1067 has more on Sprider's disappearance.

03/27/17                   10p/11p                         3:00
A brutal attack in midtown where a woman's throat was slit by a robber. Police say he wanted her purse, but nearly 
took her life.

03/27/17                  10p/11p                         3:00
We're learning more about a man accused of beating a 4-year-old in clayton county. Investigators say Dontavious 
Carter beat his son for 30 minutes because he couldn't count to 15.
The 4-year-old died last week.

03/28/17                   5p/6p                            3:35
Just days after her husband was shot and killed outside a popular cobb county restaurant, a heartbroken wife made a 
plea for help. And tonight -- that request has been answered. Police have now charged Demarious Greene and Dylan 
Ledbetter with murder for allegedly gunning down Anthony welch as he and his wife left the Pappadeaux restaurant 
on windy hill back in October. 

03/28/17                     5p/6p                         3:00
Motorcross bikes like this one are supposed to be ridden by kids -- but tonight, no one is riding them.  That's because 
thieves took 10 bikes from college park when super-cross came to metro Atlanta. Now an industry spokesman has 
called metro Atlanta a "hot bed for thefts" -- and he's calling on police to do more to stop crime. 

03/28/17                     10p/11p                       3:00
Turning now to a string of violent carjackings in one metro Atlanta neighborhood. DeKalb police tell us the 
criminals are preying on women... And they are armed.. Fox 5's Denise Dillon is live in DeKalb County. Denise, 
you talked to one woman who lived through one of these frightening attacks.

03/29/17                     5p/6p                           3:30
It is a story you saw first on Fox 5 -- the 6-year-old boy was picked up by the daycare bus -- never made it inside his 
Union City daycare. The little boy was left on the bus for hours before anyone noticed he was missing. 
Now, the state is investigating and the mother says she doesn't feel safe taking her son back to that daycare.

03/29/17                   5p/6p                           3:00
Bullets fly in southeast Atlanta -- and three people are shot, including a 14-year-old star football player. 
Officials say the gunman fired 40 rounds using an AK-47.
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03/29/17                   5p/6p                           4:00
A strange story out of Senoia tonight. A woman's property is destroyed after someone stole more than 100 'dump-
truck loads' of dirt. From our sky fox drone, you can see the mess left behind. Apparently a developer thought he'd 
bought the rights to the land and started digging.

03/29/17                     6p                              1:30
Headstones in a historic cemetery in Carrollton are damaged, but not by vandals. Instead police say a man under the 
influence, crashed into them. Fortunately he's ok. Christy Hutchings with news radio 1067 spoke with the city, to see 
if there's anything to do to try to save the headstones.

03/29/17                    10p/11p                       3:00
He had bruises on both sides of his face -- Tonight a family is furious over what they say happened on a Paulding 
County school bus. Well now a school bus monitor is out of a job after the family says she was caught on camera- 
putting her hands on an 8-year-old child.

03/30/17                  5p/6p                            3:00
Breaking news out of henry county. A woman has been arrested for the death of a 2-month-old baby.
Investigators charged Keanna Dover-Keys with manslaughter and reckless conduct. This is a picture of dover-keys 
from a previous arrest.

03/31/17               5p/6p                            3:30
A mother is behind bars, after police say she walked out on her three children. Officers say she took them to DFACS 
and told an employee she wanted them to take her children.  The employee said no, but police say the mom walked 
away -- leaving her six year old daughter, 12 year old son, and 14 year old daughter behind. 

03/31/17              10p/11p                        3:00
DeKalb county police are looking for the shoplifter who shot a Walmart security guard. Investigators say the loss 
prevention officer tried to stop a man who was stealing from the store. Rather than surrender, authorities say the 
thief pulled a handgun, shot the employee, and is now on the run.

FAMILY/YOUTH/STUDENT

1/5/17 8A/9A 4:00
We learn more about the Epiphany celebration by looking at some of the culinary items served by many who 
observe this semi-religious holiday----by visiting an Italian restaurant on the Marietta square

1/10/19 8A/9A 3:30
Project Overcoat is an annual outreach program with Kroger, Salvation Army, local radio partners and Fox 5 to help 
gather overcoats for those in need during the winter months

1/10/19
Legal advice for those thinking about divorce---since statistics show that divorce filings peak in January

1/12/17 8A/9A 3:00
Annual Boat show sails into Atlanta---and we visit the site where families can learn all about boating

1/16/17              5pm           1:40
Too many nights we sit here and tell you about crimes committed around metro Atlanta -- by  teenagers. but tonight 
-- the Atlanta police department is working to change that. The Atlanta Police Foundation's At-Promise Youth 
Initiative is working to reduce teen crime and build positive relationships with police officers. Today they held the 
first “At-Promise Field Day” to move closer to that goal.

1/17/17 8A/9A 3:45
Project Max:  we introduce the service dog Fox 5 will be fostering for the next year and a half. Working with Canine 
Assistants a core group of volunteers will work with Max as he grows up and  learns how to be a service dog. 
Eventually, be placed with a Veteran.   
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1/18/19 8A/9A 4:00
We are at Zoo Atlanta to meet and get update on the twin Pandas born late in 2016—and take a look at one of their 
continuing visits with the veterinarian for a check-up

1/20/17 8A/9A 3:45
Project Overcoat: an outreach program with Kroger, the Salvation Army and local radio partners----we give the final 
push as we enter the final weekend of the drive to help provide coats to those in need during the winter months

1/23/17      5/10pm       3:50
The mom-to-be, pregnant with quadruplets, has had her babies at thirty weeks Mom and babies are all doing well 
Julie and Justin Davidson conceived the babies naturally, and needless to say were shocked to learn they were 
having quadruplets. Christy hutchings with news radio 1067 introduces us to Mckenna, Callie, Tiegan and Sawyer.

1/25/17 8A/9A 4:00
YouTube stars Grace and Corbett Lunsford bring their #TinyLab to Atlanta.  This is the so-called world’s highest-
performance “tiny house” the internet consumer team are touring the country talking about downsizing in a big way.

1/27/17 9A 4:15
Taste of the NFL:  preview of charity event at Super Bowl LI in Houston.  Celebrity chef and Atlanta restauranteur 
Kevin Rathbun stops by with his entry for the charity event set for Super Bowl week—plus he has some advice for 
making party friendly & simple Super Bowl tailgate or party fare for your guests.

02/02/17                          5/10pm                    4:00
There were some very scary moments at a school in Buford when a ten year old choked on a corndog. Students at 
Buford Academy started yelling for help but before an adult could get to the table, two other fifth graders handled 
the situation. Those two classmates acted quickly and possibly saved a life.

02/09/17                              10/11pm                  4:55
A political victory for a 19-year old battling to get on the ballot. The Spelman college sophomore wants to run for 
city council for the new city of Stonecrest.  But county officials had to answer if the teen is allowed to run for office 
in the state of Georgia.

02/10/17                    10pm                  2:15
Thousands of kids around the world had the night of their lives tonight. A night to shine is a very special prom night 
for young people with special needs. The big dance was held at hundreds of churches. One of those dances was held 
in Cobb County.

2/10/17 8A/9A 4:00
Ninja gym trains future multi-disciplined athletes as they workout in the Ninja warrior inspired facility

2/10/17 9A 2:40
Closet cleanse---the expert shows us how to clean  out your closets

2/14/17 8A/9A 4:15
Kidsignment---the largest consignment sale exclusively for Kids---at the Gwinnett County Fairgrounds

2/15/17 8A/9A 4:00
Award winning Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater is in town for its annual run---visiting each year over the past 
4 decades—we take a closer look at new principals—and the history of the troupe

2/16/17 8A 2:30
The loss of a pet can be devastating---we visit a Pet Hospice to see how this operation makes the passing of a 
“member of the family” go a little easier
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2/20/17 9A 4:00
VP of Marketing with Atlanta Braves stops by to talk about new Welcome Home campaign featuring metro 
Atlanta’s own Ryan Seacrest

02/20/17                      11pm                      1:45
A day care owner is facing child cruelty charges, after, police say, a child with special needs, was left in a van for 
hours. The family of that little boy says he is traumatized.

2/21/17 9A 3:00
Registering for Summer Camp---it is never too soon for your summer plans----an expert from Atlanta’s Parent 
Magazine is in studio with advice

2/23/17 9A 3:15
She is the first woman ringmaster for Ringling Bros., Barnum & Bailey Circus-----and due to the decision to shutter 
the circus after the 2017 tour(s) she will be the last-----we profile her.

2/24/17 5A/7A 1:20
Georgia Dome seats go on sale prior to the implosion later this year

2/24/17 8A/9A 4:00
Motofest Takes over the Georgia Dome as one of the last major events to be held in the iconic building slated to be 
raized to make way for a new convention hotel and meeting space at the Georgia World Congress Center site

2/27/17 8A/9A 3:45
We visit a French bakery to talk about French bakery traditions and the Mardi Gras celebration at “Doceur de 
France” aka Sweets from France

2/28/17 8A/9A 3:40
Decatur restaurant celebrates Mardi Gras with music, traditions and a great menu

3/1/17 8A/9A 4:00
A new Fred Astaire dance studio locally joining a long list of studios across the country----teaching all the classics 
and new dance moves in the environment co-founded in 1947 by the studio legend

3/2/17 8A/9A 3:45
NASCAR returns to north Georgia at Atlanta Motor Speedway for the Folds of Honor QuikTrip 500

3/3/17 9AM 4:00
Georgia Tech student and Monster truck driver stops by to talk about the big event at the Georgia Dome. Rosalee 
Ramer not only is one of very few women in the sport---but also working toward here Mechanical Engineering 
degree

3/7/17 9A 3:15
Garrett Townsend from AAA stops by to talk about Spring break travel with ideas and things to watch out for

3/7/17 8A/9A 4:15
Full Radius Dance troup stops by for performances and to talk about their mission. This unique modern dance troupe 
includes dancers with and without disabilities

3/9/17 8A/9A 3:00
Six Flags Over Georgia gearing up for its 50th Anniversary season---we take you to the park for a preview of the 
newest attractions and latest news
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3/14/17 8A/9A 4:25
Monadnock Madness:  a challenge to climb all three (3) granite outcroppings in metro Atlanta. Stone Mountain, 
Arabia Mountain, and Panola Mountain

03/14/17                   5/6/10pm       7:25
For the first time -- we are hearing from 5-year-old Syrai Sanders. You may remember -- she was severely injured in 
a dog attack in January. Her friend -- 6-year-old Logan Braatz, was killed in that attack. They were walking to the 
bus stop one January morning when it happened. Syrai amazed everyone when she told her family -- from her 
hospital bed -- that she forgave the owner of those dogs. 

3/15/17 9A 3:45
Warrick Dunn stops by the studio to talk about his partnership with Habitat for Humanity and Home Depot as his 
foundations continues to make home ownership dreams come true for single moms and families

3/17/17 8A/9A 4:30
New lemur exhibit at the Chattanooga Aquarium

03/18/17                   10p 1:30
Her big sister drowned in the Chattahoochee river a year ago today and she nearly lost her own life in the same 
incident. Now tragedy is striking a 7-year-old Merriweather County girl's family again. They just lost everything in 
a house fire. Now her family is making a desperate plea for help.

03/19/17                10p/11p                        3:00
She's the "face" of many students in Henry County. More than one-thousand students in henry county schools -- are 
homeless. Melissa Wint is one of them. Now this teen is well on her way, to a successful future.

03/20/17                   5p/6p                        4:30
She's a mother of 5 -- and she's turning 50. And she only wants one thing for her birthday. A new heart.
Stephanie brown Garcia is in the end stages of heart failure. Doctors have done everyting they can but now, Garcia's 
only option is a *new heart."

3/20/17 8A/9A 3:25
Operation Max:  our service dog being taught how to become a well-adjusted service dog takes a visit to the 
Governor’s mansion

3/21/17 8A/9A 4:00
An acapella voice competition ala Pitch Perfect is a unique fund-raiser for Development Disabilities Ministries

03/21/17                 5p/6p                        4:10
An incredible recovery from a 5-year-old girl, who was seriously injured in a dog attack... It was just two months 
ago when dogs attacked Syrai sanders and her friend 6-year-old Logan Braatz as they walked to their Atlanta bus 
stop. Sadly, Logan was killed -- and Syrai spent weeks in the hospital. But Syrai is finally back at home... A fox five 
viewer was so moved by Syrai's story...  He gave the spunky 5-year-old a brand new piano.

03/21/17               10/11p                    3:00
A Lawrenceville family says it was more than just a prank -- it was assault when their son's pants were pulled down 
by a classmate at school. In fact, they say it was so severe -- their 8-th grader had to go to the hospital. The student's 
parents are telling their story in the hope that this never happens again.

3/22/17 8A/9A 4:30
35th Annual Atlanta Auto show preview
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03/23/17                     10p/11p                   3:00
A bizarre court battle is brewing over a *baby's* name. It's all because mom and dad want to give their baby girl, the 
last name... "Allah." The state says the law won't allow the name on a birth certificate -- because it's not her parents 
name. But tonight... The family and the ACLU are asking a judge to change that.

3/24/17 8A/9A 3:15
HGTV and DIY Network star Jeff  Devlin talks all things home improvement as we preview the Spring Atlanta 
Home Show

3/27/17 8A/9A 3:15
Serenbe Community Theater production of “Grease” running now thru mid-April

3/28/17 9A 2:00
Preview of new NAT GEO show  “Love & Vets”  details a metro Atlanta couple and their veterinarian practice

3/28/17 8A 2:05
Prom-posal:  A  teenager heart patient executes a memorable prom proposal from his hospital  room as he recovers 
from surgery

3/29/17 5A/8A 3:15
During Cerebral Palsy Awareness month we meet an Atlanta man living with the disease---helped by a service dog 
from the Canine Assistants Organization.  The bond between “Ringer” and Tim demonstrates how dogs break down 
barriers by providing physical, social and emotional support to individuals with cerebral palsy and other physical 
disabilities

03/29/17                   5p/6p                         4:00
Every father wants to be there when his first child is born, but this Walton County father had to make a big choice. 
He was just hours away from the exam to achieve his dream of becoming a sheriff's deputy.  
But the night before the big final -- his wife went into labor. 

3/30/17 8A/9A 4:00
Living history at Fort Yargo State Park  in Winder, GA  where the Living History Society presents its annual 18th 
Century Colonial Market Faire---where you can see how early settlers in the Peach State lived

3/31/17 8A/9A 3:20
Bill’s Barbeque a north Georgia BBQ featured on the Travel Channel for great eats and an unusual treat: Racoon 
hash

Wednesday’s Child

1/07/17 6pm 2:19
Ryan-Georgia Aquarium
When Wednesday's Child  Ryan said his dream was to go scuba diving the Georiga Aquarium was all in. They gave 
him a chance to get up close and personal with sea life.

1/18/17 6pm 2:28
Rod-Atlanta Falcons
Our Metro-Atlanta community always comes together to make sure our kids of Wednesday's Child feel like they 
belong. The Atlanta Falcons spent the day with Rod to brighten his day while searches for a forever family.

1/25/17 6pm 2:40
Hannah-Fulton Airport
Wednesday's Child Hannah got the thrill of a lifetime at the Fulton County airport. The aspriring pilot had always 
looked up at airplanes and dreamed of being up in the sky one day.
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2/15/17 6pm 2:31
Reagan-Snow Mountain
Wednesday's child Reagan had the best day tubing down Snow Mountain. The foster child currently lives in a group 
home so the big adventure was a great getaway for her.

3/1/17 6pm 2:30
Sibling Group of 5-Ice Skating
It's always fun when Wednesday's Child can bring a sibling group of five together in one place. Stephanie, James, 
Alexis, Keith and Courtney are close but want to live together with a mom and dad.

3/15/17 6pm 2:02
Carlie-Painting
This week's Wednesday's Child used a blank canvas to paint away her worries. 12-year-old Carlie has been in foster 
care for about two years and tells us she misses her family but she hopes to gain a new one soon.

3/29/17 6pm 2:29
Brian-Shaken Baby Syndrome
In this week's Wednesday's Child we introduce you to a little boy who is all smiles. Brian has shaken baby 
syndrome and has spent years in the foster care system and he is still waiting on his forever family.

The Georgia Gang

Sunday, 1/15/17, 8:30am & 11:30pm
State of State from Governor Deal revealed that he wants to "accentuate the positive" because things are good in 
Georgia with health, education and transportation. When Mr. Obama became president, GA has $116m in reserves, 
and now it has $2billion.

Sunday, 1/29/17, 8:30am & 11:30pm
Georgia’s General Assembly is rolling, and the casino bill is on the floor. They don’t use the word casino; it is 
referred in the bill as “destination resort.” 70% is going to be tied to the Hope Scholarship and 30% will be for a 
new needs-based student scholarship fund. 
The General Assembly also moved quickly to pass the supplemental budget to extend financial aid to communities 
hit by the recent tornadoes.

Sunday, 2/5/17, 8:30am & 11:30pm
Even though there is a scandal at city hall, Mayor Kasim Reed makes his last State of City address. The moderator 
notes that it is best record since he’s been in Atlanta with the economy booming, high-tech center and airport 
corruption at bay.  Bottom line, let’s hope Reed’s legacy stands, not erased by corruption.

Sunday, 2/27/17, 8:30am & 11:30pm
The author of the “destination resort” or casino bill will present it to the Senate. Casino executives are pushing hard; 
the mail campaign has begun along with heavy television advertising. Some proceeds will fund the Hope 
Scholarship.

Sunday, 3/4/17, 8:30am & 11:30pm
The casino bill failed in the senate committee. Then, on crossover day, an attempt was made to bring it back through 
the regulated industries committee, and casino gambling is not yet dead. It will most likely return next year. They 
will continue to try until they get it through.

Sunday, 3/19/17, 8:30am & 11:30pm
The senate has passed 2% teacher pay raises, $1b in new construction, dental care for poor and firemen’s insurance 
passes. Governor Deal will sign this year. Adjustments to Plan B school bill; the Senate leaves authority to state 
board, not superintendent. Failing schools – we need to fix it and reinvest in the school system.
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Community Affairs
Issue-Oriented Community Projects

January - March 2017

JANUARY

Project Overcoat 

In cooperation with the Federal Express, Salvation Army Metro Atlanta Area, Kroger Stores, MUST Ministries and 
FOX 5 was the media sponsor for Georgia’s largest coat and blanket drive for homeless and needy families.

To promote the event, FOX 5 produced and aired a three week PSA schedule and produced several live remotes 
during the weathercasts throughout Good Day Atlanta and the evening news.  During the drive, approximately 7,000 
coats and blankets were collected and distributed to 94 non-profit organizations including homeless shelters 
throughout metro Atlanta.

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Commemorative Service

FOX 5 produced a live 2 ½ hour broadcast as well as live streaming video on myfoxatlanta.com of the annual 
commemorative service held at Horizon Sanctuary at Ebenezer Baptist Church.  

The Commemorative Service celebrated the 49th anniversary of Dr. King’s death.  Attendees included leaders from 
the local and civic communities, dignitaries from around the world, and ecumenical representatives from through out 
Georgia.


